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presidents MESSAGE

certainly

no one who was at the twelfth annual mormon pacific

historical society conference at the new gauula
hauula chapel on may 25 1991
will

ever forget the experience

not only were the presentations
but the continuing renewed and new

interesting and inspiring
friendships always a part of MPHS meetings

were important at this

conference as well for sheer drama we hope we do not ever have a
members one who helped throughout his
conference at which one of our membersone
life to create mormon history in the pacific thomas au very literally
fortunately uncle five cents was
breathes his last earthly breath
doing one of the things he loved most to do performing on his beloved
steel when he passed away we are gratified to have been told by his
family that having just borne his testimony to us and then playing for us

the music he loved so much created a situation that made this an optimum
time for his passing
those present will remember that brother au
received a priesthood blessing there while on the stand
him

we commemorate

his life of service and at the same time compliment you the sharers

makers

and consumers of mormon

history

in

the pacific for your

continuing interest and support of MPHS and its proceedings

lance D chase
president 199192
1991 92

PURPOSES OF MPHS

1

to encourage research and
history of the church of
pacific basin area

2

to

3

to gather

4

to teach those

publication on topics relative to the

jesus christ

of

latterday
latter day saints

in

the

maintain bibliographic and reference information relative to the
history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in the
pacific basin area

conferences and workshops to teach and to learn from
each other about latterday
latter day saint history in the pacific

historical

in

skills helpful in the gathering and recording of

information
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a

of the kahana chapel

given by kenneth W baldridge

of land and natural resources state of
hawaii has been in the process of developing kahana valley as a living
state park among the various projects in different stages of progress are
huilda fishpond re
reconstruction of the huilua
reestablishment
establishment of traditional
agriculture especially taro if practicaldevelopment
practical development of
hawaiian agricultureespecially
hiking trails and location of camping areas one project that has been
given very high priority by both the state parks personnel and valley
residents has been the restoration of the mormon chapel with which

for many years the department

I1

have been very closely involved over the past few years

have met with valley residents and on several occasions have taken BYU
hawaii students and ward youth groups to the chapel for the purpose of
cleaning up around the building in preparation for restoration work
have
prize winning architectural
met with suzette soucie and A J garza of the prizewinning
firm Design
are and they have now submitted a proposal to the state
designore
designare
which hopefully will lead to the project of restoration getting underway
I1

1I

has yet to be determined an LDS chapel was
dedicated in kahana in 1888 and we feel quite sure that this building goes
back to the early 1900s at least but we cannot definitely say that this
building is the one that was dedicated over a century ago research
continues

the exact age

of the building

since there seems

little doubt that this is the oldest LDS structure still

standing in hawaii we as the mormon pacific historical society are keenly
interested in its preservation As a church supposedly interested in
history our track record here in hawaii has been less than outstanding as
we have seen our historic buildings disappear one after another lets
hope this time that we with the cooperation of the state of hawaii and
the residents of kahana valley can save a most interesting structure

the

making of TONGAN SAINTS

by
way
shumway
shunn
eric B Shurn

LEGACY OF FAITH

tongan saints legacy of faith is a work that was commissioned by
the tongan centennial committee in november of 1988 when was still
mission president of the tonga nukualofa mission it was to be a labor of
I1

love that would include extensive gathering of oral history especially
from the tongans themselves
the project would eventually involve
Ton gans
dozens of helpers missionaries former missionaries and local tongans
the plan almost from the beginning thanks to some sound advice
from interested friends and scholars members and non members was to
feature the tongans themselves to illustrate a hundred years of their
most of the history of the church in the south
faith and faithfulness
pacific has been written by caucasians pa
palangas
palangis
pilangis
pi langis about caucasians with
information derived from records and journals kept by caucasians or from
interviews with caucasian leaders former caucasian leaders or caucasian

missionaries to those areas

tongan saints

legacy of faith offers center stage to the tongan
pqr
se it does not follow a chronology of dates
people it is not a history par
elsje
and events
rather it is a compilation of personal experiences and

testimonies of ordinary men and women who have been a living part of the
churchs history in the friendly islands in their own voices they tell of
courage and conversion endurance priesthood power visions sacrifice
obedience testimony revelation and the love of god and man these are
personal statements that give substance and meaning to the dates and
events marking the growth of the church in each generation together
they capture the essence of faith among some of the churchs most
faithful and lovable people in the world
As editor and chief translator for the project my task has been to
review these histories and translate into english those portions which
seemed appropriate for the inclusion in this commemorative volume
have endeavored to be faithful to the
original accounts if not in precise word for word renditions then always
in the spirit of the intended meaning
was first asked in november of 1988 by the tongan
when
centennial committee to write a commemorative history for the churchs
1I

I
1
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looth anniversary the members of the committee had no idea what they
were asking they were simply dividing up the responsibilities around the
way to do the history said tevita kaili chairman
shumway
room
shunn
well ask Shurn
of the committee
was the only one in the circle who knew something of
what was ahead of me but when the decision was made to gather oral
histories and compile spiritual highlights of the tongans themselves
my first task was to
felt a great burst of enthusiasm for the project
explain to the tongan saints the nature of the project persuade the
tongan church leadership to support it not just with words of
encouragement but with their own accounts
personally contacted each
stake president and went over with him the entire project from initial
once the stake
gathering of information to the final published book
presidents were persuaded and accepted the responsibility of telling
wonderful stories of their own it was a simple matter of setting up stake
fi resides inviting all
ail of the saints in each stake to attend for the purpose
of learning how to write personal history or in their case to dictate it
onto an audiotape
conducted each fireside making the opening presentation in which
described the project and explained some of the nitty gritty about
dictating histories which would alert them to the value of such a task
despite all of the attendant problems they would encounter of course for
a tongan who is already programmed by his culture to be immensely
verbal and a master at story telling there is a clear need to
splendid
maile
conscientiously discriminate between mobni truth and malie
A good story excellently told is one of the
exciting interesting
treasures of the tongan society and the ability to embellish a story is one
ones position in
of the cultivated arts of a highly articulate oral culture
society and reputation among friends and family are linked to ones
powers of language there is a saying common among tongan raconteurs
neongo ene loi kae kehe ke m5lie
never mind if its a lie just so its
malie
splendidly told
frankly
had a lot of fun describing and demonstrating the
difference between truth and splendid story telling but at the same time
showing how both could enhance each other
also explained the need to
include local color the sunshine and shadow of life in the church and in
showed them how to organize basic biographical
the tongan village
information on a sheet that passed around this sheet would accompany
showed them also how
the tapes on which the histories were recorded
1I
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to organize an outline that would allow them to move from point to point
knew it would be impossible to thoroughly train interviewers but my
I1

hunch proved true that once the tongans could hear an explanation of what
was wanted as well as several examples they would produce some
excellent material after my opening presentation in each fireside
had
four or five people representing a cross
section of the stake tell of
crosssection
poignant or otherwise significant experience from their own histories
was able to capture the experiences
which recorded on the spot thus
and these experiences in turn served as models for the rest of the saints
after the fireside in each of the stakes it was a matter of prodding
and encouraging leaders and heads of families to get the work done when
called as many as four
the tapes began to come into the mission office
full time sister missionaries to move into the office complex and do
fulltime
nothing but transcribe oral history tapes and type them into a working
personally recorded the histories of many of the prominent
manuscript
leaders and older saints once the manuscripts were produced it was a
matter then of going through each history and selecting those portions
that seemed to best represent the person and would also be of most
interest and inspiration to a reader from any culture
one of the things tried to prevent among my informants was any
tendency to exploit or aggrandize a spiritual story
with almost every
tried to get a second or third witness to a particularly dramatic
account
spiritual experience or at least to go back to the person and quiz him or
began to translate into
her in depth regarding that experience
when
english the selected excerpts from each of the oral histories
made an
effort to keep the spirit as well as the accuracy of the original tongan
u nt
in almost every case after completing the translation
acco
account
was
able to return to the author and verify the major points explaining what
was saying in english as a representation of what he or she said in tongan
this exercise provided me with an important comfort level that the final
published product would be indeed actual history
my favorite story and a favorite of many others with whom
have
shared these historical vignettes was not included in the final list of
vignettes for publication
simply could not feel
the reason was
comfortable about it when contacted the author again there was just
enough doubt in my mind that determined to run down another person
mentioned in the account to ask her to verify certain portions of the
hhistory
sto ry
finally located her in san francisco after many telephone calls
I1
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her memory of the events did not include certain dramatic elements which
were the features of the story told by the other informant
she said it
must have been someone else with the informant at the time not her
was then faced with the decision of publishing their wonderful story
taking a chance on the veracity of the teller or putting it aside because
decided not to include
the second witness was very tentative at best

I
1

I1

the story and have been grateful ever since
have gone through quite a few oral histories produced in an
some of them are very good but many of them
interview situation
reflect an intrusiveness on the part of the interviewer that in my mind
makes the final product less valuable and certainly less readable
let
your informant talk
just before we left the mission field in june of 1989
asked a
group of eight sister missionaries many of whom had helped with the
transcription go through all of the histories and bracket out stories and
worked out a
vignettes they considered important for me to look at
score sheet of sorts listing perhaps twenty tapes of accounts that they
might encounter and asked them to rate each one from one to five one
being absolutely important to use and five being good enough to look at it
thus of the 250 or so histories brought back with me from tonga each
one had an initial grading from 1 to 5 that would guide my own search
time saving as this technique
learned very quickly that as valuable a nd timesaving
was the sisters did not catch the significance of some accounts which
were loaded with local color interesting personalities and profound
I
1

I
1

I1
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insights
was able to engage the services of
when arrived at BYU hawaii
uinise langi who became a point person in reading through many of the
histories contacting major families who had submitted no materials
ferreting out representative photographs and helping me make sense out
of difficult passages
As
reflect back on the encounters with many of the wonderful
tongan informants im struck by the way we recorded the history of
moleni fonua
arranged to bring his entire family children and
apai we sat around in a
grandchildren to the little mission house in Ha
haapai
family home evening circle where he dictated his history as if he were
passing it on directly to his children his children in turn asked questions
about things they remembered which moleni would then elaborate on
then each of the children at the conclusion gave a eulogy of the parents
I1

I
1

I
1
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describing in some detail their favorite remembrances about dad and mom
and the experiences of their family
this technique by the way was
in
especially effective when did the oral history of te
vita muli kinikini
tevita
the responses of the children to the memory of their parents they
included many valuable accounts that brother kinikini had missed in his
I1

history

the

overriding collective theme of these historical accounts is
it is faith motivated and sustained by an
profound religious faith
assurance that the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints is in very
As
fact the only true and living church on the face of the earth
patriarch mosese muti records this knowledge is as much a part of me as
my right hand and my left hand even as my whole body
the authors of these vignettes out of history come from a variety of
backgrounds and experiences spanning four generations some are university
graduates with degrees in medicine and educational administration while
others are subsistence farmers who never studied beyond primary school
some joined the church in their young adulthood some in their late
seventies others have been nurtured in the faith from childhood several
were respected leaders in other churches before they were baptized well
acquainted with the bible
others had little formal religious training
whatsoever several persecuted the church then like paul the apostle
became eloquent defenders of it A few are young returned missionaries
others are long deceased speaking from generations of the past they are

chiefs housewives accountants teachers businessmen fishermen
students bakers policemen carpenters mechanics and district officers
all of them speak in the same irresistible spirit of faith and testimony
will now share with you translations of excerpts from the
histories of three women salote wolfgramm salome uluave and sela
tafisi whose husband sifa shares her narrative
I1

salote
was born on june 27 1915 and was still a tiny baby when my
mother seluvaia mafi fakatou passed away on her deathbed
she asked my fathers sister amelia ofa to care for me as
her own child As did many tongan mothers in those days who
were unable to nurse their children amelia chewed my food
thoroughly mixing it with her own saliva and let me suckle
I
1
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from her mouth
that is what kept me alive until was old
enough to eat on my own when amelia ofa and her husband
Pu kotala to care for Vai
kaliopasi vaitai moved to pukotala
vaitais
vaitsis
tais mother
was given to my grandparents teleita
celeita and fakatou in
never longed for my poor dead mother because of so
Fel
emea
felemena
felemea
1I

I1

I1

many living parents in our society
an active member of the tonga free church teleita
celeita was
one of the powerful images indelibly
a very strong woman
etched in my memory is of her kneeling by her bed in her
sometimes she would disappear during the
private prayers
would search all over for her and
day and in a childs panic
was the subject of
finally find her in her room praying aloud
many of her prayers As knelt by her she would ask god to
make me a fine and virtuous woman one day from celeita
teleita
learned the value of offering many private prayers to heavenly
father day and night
was baptized in madeke
makeke on march 18 1928
grandmother teleita
celeita took it hard but my real father wrote me
1
have authority over your physical body not over
and said
if you feel this church will bring salvation
your spiritual self
to your soul then so be it
was overjoyed
life was both difficult and joyful as a boarding student
at madeke
makeke our diet was boiled maniske
manioke cassava or tapioca
root day in and day out occasionally there would be boiled
actually we made this fare quite exciting by
plant ains
plantains
persuading someone to run down to the ocean and bring back
sea water in a bottle this became our dipping sauce the salt
water gave the manioke
maniske a taste we all thought heavenly one
day our boys spotted a small herd of wild pigs while we were
digging up clumps of grass in the bush to plant in the barren
yards of makeke
madeke we all gave chase the boys running ahead and
the girls following behind baying like hounds
the shotgun
blast made us squeal with delight knowing we would actually
in fact the students
have real meat on our table for once
portion was ever so small but still we thought we were in
heaven savoring every piece of skin every bone indeed every
morsel
1I

I1

I1
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my marriage with lohani
dohani wolfgramm is what you would
iohani
call a whirlwind romance and wedding but it had the approval
of both of our families
first laid eyes on him on a friday and
we were married the following wednesday
had gone to
vavau with a student performing group from makeke
madeke as part
I
of the mission conference of 1933
performed several
numbers and directed a choir piece composed by siale sanft a
lo
knew johanis
tribute to joseph smith
lohanis sister ella slightly
but had never seen him until heleine fakatou samuelas wife
dohani wanted to speak with me
told me lohani
iohani
not seen him with the other youth of
why have
vavau
inquired
dohani
well she said
iohani is a serious
lohani
chap and has spent most of his time with the older men who
are preparing the food or organizing the conference programs
agreed to talk to him and found out very quickly for
we had not
myself just how serious a young man he was
really want you to marry
talked long before he said salote
I1

I1

1

hanis

I1

I1

1I

1I

I1

me

cried we have barely met and you want to
please give me time to think
marry me
it was more that just thinking
fasted and prayed
was
sought counseling from my uncle samuela fakatou
lo
lohanis
touched by johanis
hanis sincerity and so were samuela and heleine
dohani
lohani pressed his case more
sunday
fasted again while iohani
told him needed more time on monday our group
fervently
which was staying in neiafu went to haalaufuli to perform
would
by now
had done much praying and decided that
decided
the lord could answer me
talotalo
talo
devise a way talo
that when our group arrived at haalaufuli if the first person
saw was a young unmarried person then
should marry
dohani
lo
iohani
lohani
hani if that person were an older married person then that
would be a sign should not marry him well the first person
iohani himself carrying a load of
lohani
saw when we arrived was dohani

what

I1

I1

I1

I1
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firewood

the

marriage arrangements were formalized the next day
iome
lo
lome and stepfather siosifa naeata
when johanis
salome
lohanis
hanis mother sa
met with samuela and heleine fakatou my guardians and on
wednesday july 13 1933 we were married
8

this kind of marriage arrangement was not uncommon in
the church at that time since it was vital that church
marriages occur as much as possible
for a girl to marry
outside of the church meant her almost certain loss to church

tongan saints 82
85
8285

activity

salome
but then our trials began along with a profound shift in
our lives to the gospel of christ and the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints
on the 4th
ath of march 1944 when our youngest son pita
became extremely ill so ill that
seti was eight months old
everyone thought was going to die the medical officer in the
island said my blood level was critically low and that all that
could be done was for me to eat good food in providing the
best we had we gradually killed off all of our animals my
condition continued to deteriorate rapidly and my death
solo moved me into a little hut on his
seemed inevitable
parents lot and there they cared for me waiting for my
approaching death
As lay there drifting in and out of a coma
was aware
of things around me including the family discussions of my
could see the rock slabs my husband
funeral arrangements
solo had painstakingly chipped out of the lava cliffs by the
ocean to wall the sides of my grave on the beams right above
my bed were rolls of tongan coloa
koloa fine mats and tapa cloths
which would decorate my funeral bier
it was precisely then that a mormon missionary semisi
nukumovahai tonga known as vahai visited us he told us he
possessed special authority from the lord to heal the sick he
said would get well through a priesthood blessing which he
would bestow he talked of a great work remaining for me to
accomplish solo agreed to the blessing only as he might agree
to a doctors last
knew too well his
resort offer to help me
lastresort
cormons
Mor mons
negative feelings about the mormons
on tuesday march 13 1944 vahai the mormon
missionary and his wife sela came to give me the blessing
I1
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saying that they were fasting for me as well vahai anointed
me and pronounced the blessing in the name of jesus christ
and by the authority of the holy priesthood of god
the next day wednesday march 14th word was sent out
to all of my extended family to assemble because it was not
my family arrived all dressed
likely
would survive the day
for the funeral wearing traditional black mourning clothes and
lay in was packed with
heavy waist mats the little house
people some wailed loudly others moaned soft and low
the wesleyan minister and the congregation from our
parish were also there
after singing and saying last rites
over me the minister turned to my husband and said solo be
strong let salome go the winds seem to be blowing right so
ngali matangi lelei ke alu ai leva ho mali
let her go
solo hated to hear those words and kept quiet for he did
not want to accept the inevitable
at that very moment vahai tonga came in he had heard
what the wesleyan minister had said making his way over to
sa
my bed he said
lome
iome will not die
solo be comforted
salome
there is still so much left for her to do
the presence of the mormon missionary in this setting
caused a stir in the congregation for him to say was going
to live provoked an angry outcry from the people vahai spoke
as one having authority and the people considered it an affront
in their anger and
to their minister whose word they revered
frustration they all departed from the house some kicking and
hitting the walls as they left
they seemed to say with one
voice if your jesus is true and ours false let your jesus heal
even my own mother packed her things
her were rid of her
and left
the only persons who stayed behind were my
maternal grandmother solo and the mormon missionary
when everybody had left vahai again said solo salome
will not die
she has been blessed and been given a promise
through the holy priesthood that she will live
there is still
much she has to do in this world
he came over to my bed and whispered to me salome
silome do
not fear for your life we are still fasting for you
I1

I1
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this was the second day

of their fasting

I1

was deeply

moved by this show of compassion from a man who hardly
knew me the fact that he wouldnt let me die even when my
own mother and everyone else had left me filled my heart
with a wonderful warmth and love
this warmth started
spreading throughout my lifeless body driving out the
coldness of death
the next day friday march 16th felt strong enough to
get out of bed and crawl around the house
had such an
overwhelming love for the mormon missionaries that more
wanted to see them to be one with them
than anything else
knew absolutely that had been miraculously healed through
the power of god and was determined to become a member of
his church
one week later asked solo to take me back to our home
told him of my faith in the mormon church and asked for
119 120
tongan saints 119120
permission to be baptized
I1
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sifa and sela tafisi

sifa
our joining the church was a happy but traumatic time

was difficult also for some people at our
village we experienced persecution from many sides but felt
and still feel a fullness of joy in our membership in the
church
for our family

it

sela

the pressure

from this animosity made us all a little
we talked a lot
it seemed we had no more friends
jumpy
about the possibilities of what else might happen to us
one night in february of 1961
dreamed a strange
dream arising probably from our fears about the threats from
saw massive waves
people of the village in the dream
sweeping to engulf our little house to my shock it was not
ocean water but blood
1I

I1
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my heart sank as
waves of blood

witnessed our home disappear under
these
the thought occurred to me weve
joined the wrong church we are going to be killed
looked again our hut was still intact
but then when
being elevated above the flood by four corner posts when
looked even closer they were not wooden posts at all holding
up our home but four men the very four missionaries who had
taught us the gospel
when awoke and related the dream to sifa he simply
if the blood represents some scheme to
said dont worry
murder us the holy priesthood of god will save us
two weeks later on the second sunday think of march
1961 an attempt was made to take our lives
I1

I1
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sifa
on that sunday evening about nine oclock just after we
got home from church in latal our oldest daughter told us our
dogs had been barking furiously for a long time as if someone
had come
frightened
told me he
across the

the

children were nervous and
especially when viliami our number three child
had actually overheard two men talking at the beach
road about blowing the tafisi
t5fisi family to bits
assured them there was nothing to worry about that
the lord would protect those who believed and were baptized
in his church
at that very instant our dogs began to bark
wildly again and a crude home
two sticks of
made bomb
homemade
dynamite packed into a large cocoa tin fell into our doorway
acting reflexively
pushed sela and my oldest daughter
to the floor just as the bomb exploded it reduced the door to
dust and shattered the glass bottles sela used to decorate the
front of our home the force of the blast and the flying glass
passed just over our heads as we lay on the floor ripping to
shreds the clothes hanging on the wall
As we struggled to recover from the shock and the
smoke a second bomb was thrown into the room fortunately
I had
the presence of mind to grab it and throw it back out the
door before it exploded
into the yard

I
1

I
1
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the second

explosion rocked all of nukualofa but by now
I
was out of the house and on the trail of the two fleeing
culprits following them in the dark was easy because one of
the men still carried the burning piece of tapa cloth with
which they had lighted the fuses
I
pursued them deliberately from a distance until finally
the burning tapa fragment fell to the earth and the men
disappeared it was still aglow when picked it up
interestingly the tapa fragment had been cut from the
1

1

I
1

end of a larger piece of tapa with the name of its maker still
visible on the unburned portion
took this piece of evidence and returned home feeling
we didnt have to call the police they
calm and thankful
think the people were
came to us and so did everyone else
filled with awe that such a powerful blast had not hurt any of
saitua was so moved by this
us one woman by the name of satua
s5tua
inn fact we
miracle she said she knew the church was true
baptized her shortly afterward
two persons were arrested that night and charged with
attempted murder the young boy served one year the man
seven years in prison upon his release he came back to the
community where to this day we greet each other in
friendship there is no outward animosity between us and we
never bring up the past
kolomotua
tua has grown since that time from
the church in Kolomo
a little sunday school held in our hut to three wards and
we cherish our testimony and our
hundreds of saints
membership in the only true and living church on the face of
the earth the dynamite incident only increased our courage
tongan saints 217220
217 220
and magnified our faith
I
1

I
1

I1

may the power of these stories not only lift us in our personal
struggles with faith but also inspire us with the drive to write our own
histories thank you and aloha
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WOULD THAT YE SHOULD REMEMBER

mosiah 16
by ruth W austin

As a child growing up in hawaii
found myself envying those of my
friends who had grandparents living near them my only contact with the
ones who were living was through the mail and one brief encounter when
mother took us to utah where we spent nine months living with her
was six years old and have kept a pretty clear picture
parents by then
of those times grandfather and grandmother smith seemed so old to me
and kind of distant they werent the type to take me on their knee and
my other grandfather had died by the time
was two
really talk to me
only had contact with his wife my grandmother for a
years old and
met my other grandparents
felt
short period at the same time
something was missing from my life
couldnt put my finger on it but
think it was the beginning of a lifetime adventure
that of learning about
myself who was and where my roots were
As grew to maturity and had children of my own
began to wonder
about those persons whose names appeared on my pedigree chart one in
particular stood out that of my fathers father samuel E woolley
he
was about two
was the one who died when
had heard his name
mentioned all of my life hawaiians would come up to me at church and
say moopuna
samuel E Wool
woolleys
leys
Moo puna wahine
they said it so lovingly
woollens
that began to wonder just who this samuel E woolley was and what he
longed to know him
was like
then one day my niece elizabeth woolley riegels approached me and
suggested that we write a history of grandpa woolley it was an exciting
long search into
yearlong
challenge and so we began what turned out to be a year
the past we spent many happy hours listening to some of the people who
had known grandpa tell us stories and give their impressions of him all
As we gained momentum in our project
of this was recorded on tape
they sent pictures wrote down
others in the family became interested
their impressions of him and shared portions of their journals that had
reference to grandpa
before long it was decided that upon completion of the history we
my sister and two brothers and their
should plan a family reunion
I1
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children and grandchildren gathered at laie cemetery
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one saturday

morning in june of 1981 to plant a tree in memory of grandpa
he really
everyone took hold of the spade and helped
is buried in grantsville
Grants ville utah
prayers were said and each grandchild
dig the hole and plant the tree
punalua to have a family
spoke a few words then we all proceeded to punaluu
luau complete with imu prepared by our sons it was a great day one
that all will long remember
shortly after while on a trip to salt lake city
stopped by at the
church historians offices to check their card file and see if they had any
found some twenty
articles written about grandpa
under his name
three journals listed
these were written during his early years as a
missionary to hawaii and then ones written later when he became
president of the hawaiian mission
these were in the archives of the
church
dashed upstairs to the archives section and asked about these
it was agreed that they would make a microfilm copy of the journals for
me when returned to hawaii began to read these
at first they didnt seem too interesting to me and was also
deeply involved in genealogical research in other areas so set them aside
for a later day
the years passed but every now and then would run
1
film
and think
across a roll of
should get started on this soon
but
something else would always get in the way finally the time was right
but how to get the journals from a microfilm form to a form that was
decided the only way was to photocopy the
readable to everyone
journals page by page so could type them up at home the project was
BYU hawaii to the library and
went out to byuhawaii
going to take time and so
talked to them it was agreed that would pay a student to photocopy the
journals and also reimburse the library for the use of the machine within
a few months had a copy of the journals in my hands
found
then the job of typing them was next it was fascinating
myself totally involved id get up in the morning put the breakfast dishes
in the sink make up the beds and sit down at the typewriter where
A
would remain until just before my husband returned from work
was getting to know my grandfather
wonderful thing was happening
to know his character his trials his joys the
after all these years
things he did that made him someone special in the eyes of those dear
people whom had interviewed years ago
at about this point dr lance chase met me in the temple one night
told him of my project with the
and asked me what was working on
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journals and he became interested he asked if he could read some of what
had copied so took several journals out to laie for him to go over
some time later got a call from him asking if could come out and
it was the
talk with him and several others about what
was doing
consensus of opinion that what had was a wonderful history of laie
something that should be in printed form
had no idea of the value of
all wanted was to get to know my grandfather
what was doing
my husband and were about to leave on an eighteenmonth
eighteen month mission
for the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints and so everything was
put on hold until we returned last september when we were settled in
met with dr chase and he introduced me to sister
our home again
blackham who is a service missionary called to work in the archives of
the library at BYU hawaii
she had been given the responsibility of
getting the journals finished and ready to be bound eleven are yet to be
placed onto a disc we are hoping this will be done by fall of this year
BYU hawaii
copies of these journals will be placed with the library at byuhawaii
can hear you groan at the size of the task but remember
when printed
grandpa was a young man when he began his
this covers a lifetime
six when he completed it anything of value takes
sixtysix
mission he was sixty
I
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why am spending so much time on this project
aside from the
personal satisfaction and my desire to know this man it has been pointed
out to me that the things he wrote about could be of great value to others
things about missionaries who came and went in the hawaiian mission
how much cane was harvested at any one time on the plantation at laie
the water wells dug the weather what they ate how they traveled from
point to point over the years illnesses among the people living at laie
conferences held talks given celebrations miracles that took place what
life was like in hawaii during the late 1800s and early 1900s
all this
woven into the pattern that was his life all written in his own hand and
in his own words
nothing is glossed over you can read between the lines
and feel his deep sorrow over the illnesses of his wife and children his
exhaustion at the end of the day as he relates what took place and his
firm testimony that what he was doing was what the lord wanted him to
do and that he would do it willingly with no complaint
I1
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am indebted to bro rex frandsen for his willingness to have her work on this project
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not all of us have access to
but we have family histories
appreciate their rich heritage is
records that can enrich their lives
voice does not

journals of our parents or grandparents
anything that will help our children
we must find and keep
important
and reach them where sometimes our

our posterity has the right to
know their roots without having to scrounge for them and perhaps only
everyone contributed something in his
uncovering part of the story
lifetime what it needs is to be recorded
the wonderful thing about journals is as said that they are firsthand recordings of events when we wait to put events down on paper the
ones version changes as it
stories tend to get polished embellished
become someone elses
alses and when we tell these events its not just that
the events are different but they all mean something different too
or need them to and of course
something we want them to mean
theres also the factor of time our perspective our way of telling the
story or seeing it changes as time passes how much better to learn of
keeping journals and writing histories are
hand
the event first
firsthand
important for a number of reasons
first because the lord has said we should he has always told us to
keep records throughout history men have done this prophets in the old
testament the apostles in the new testament nephi moroni mormon and

there

is power in the printed word

I
1

others

in

the book of mormon

secondly because everyones life is history in the making what if
the early pioneer settlers in america and here in hawaii hadnt recorded
events as they happened and put on paper their personal feelings
it has been said that a life recorded is twice precious
first the
experience itself and then the memory when we read about it later
third because we all have an inner desire to be remembered some
years ago when my mother died my sister and had the responsibility of
removing her things from her apartment among the papers found in her
desk was this poem lying on top of everything as though placed there for
us to find first thing it is titled A realists lament
1I

I1

think about the future

and the years that lie ahead
and wonder what will happen
to my things when am dead
I1

I1
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the things
that mean
the things

I1

have collected

so much to me
I1

love to someone else

pile of junk will be

A

ive always been a realist

do not kid myself
know the time is coming
when ill be on the shelf
upon another fateful day
this truly know
poor dear grandma
they will say
what a blessing she could go
1I
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1
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this one poem gave me great insight

into the thoughts and feelings
am so thankful that she took the time to place it

dear woman and
where she knew id find it
and lastly its important to keep journals and histories because if
would
we dont who will
these become links between generations
quote from an article on genealogy which appeared in the improvement era
in 1966
it reads as follows
of this

I1

I
1

family books of remembrance in latterday
latter day saints homes today
should rate in importance second only to the standard works these
family records are supplements to the scriptures aiding in teaching
the gospel of jesus christ to the posterity of faithful members of
A knowledge of the written testimonies and spiritual
the church
experiences of family members and of the proved genealogies of the
fathers serves to bind the hearts of the children to their fathers and
helps them to understand the doctrines that pertain to the exaltation
improvement era april 1966 pps 294
95
of the family
29495

that

we must realize that what we read in journals may not be what we
want to read there are often things that we think should not be known
for example my grandmother suffered from asthma the entire course of
along with that she had several miscarriagesall
her mission in hawaii
miscarriage
sall
at the advice of her doctor and with the
of which put her life in jeopardy
approval of the first presidency of the church she was released from her
at the
mission and grandpa given permission to take her back to utah
18

time of her release president joseph F smith told grandpa that his
mission was not yet complete and that he was to return to hawaii to

finish the work assigned to him
two years old at the time
fortytwo
grandpa was forty
each october he was
permitted to return to utah to attend annual conference and spend time
with his family
but the rest of the year he was out here in hawaii alone
some time later he took a second wife a lovely hawaiian lady whom he
had known for a number of years not much is known of this relationship
because the journals covering this period of his life are missing and pages
are torn out of subsequent journals why
because someone felt that this
information should not be kept for people to read and so what are we left
questions unanswered questions that may never be answered its
with
a fact that this marriage took place and that in the eyes of many and in
the eyes of the church it was wrong but nevertheless it did take place
but how much more we would know had we had a recorded personal
account of this event grandpa loved both of his wives dearly of this
have no doubt
what do we learn from this again dont gloss over state facts as
they are it is all part of our history and shouldnt be ignored or changed
very often things will come to light that dont particularly look good on
paper but as time passes they begin to appear in a better light
samuel E woolley lives in my heart because of the records he kept
want him to live in the hearts of my children and their children As have
have laughed
have cried
read of his accounts of different events
have thrilled to his accomplishments and gained a deeper pride in my
look forward with great anticipation to the day when
meet
heritage
him face to face feel his loving arms around me and hear him say thank
you for keeping my memory alive
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SAMUEL EDWIN WOOLLEY
A VALETS HERO
by

lance

D

chase

regularly
having chosen to read the journals of samuel E woolley
shared my discoveries about his life with my wife who at one point said
1
an admired colleague
dont think this is any of your business
1
confessed
dont believe would read that paper at the mormon pacific
wondered myself at times if had strayed over the
historical society
line from historian to voyeur
admittedly there are some very sensitive
am as much in need
areas associated with the life of samuel E woolley
so what was doing writing
of mutual approbation as the next fellow
doing reading it in a public
this paper and more importantly what am
I
1

I

I
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do
woolley personally felt his life was a triumph
know he struggled to faithfully endure to the end and that to me
find heroism in Wool
woolleys
leys
constitutes a very great triumph indeed
woollens
repeated attempts to be faithful to the best in himself and to the best he
believe samuel E woolley died a disappointed man but find him
knew
woolleys
leys own record suggests the
the more heroic for that very reason Wool
woollens
final five years of his life may well have been a disappointment to him
implicit in his journal is the sense that having done all he had done
offered all he had offered surely there ought to be more recognition
more reward
instead he lay in a hospital bed without financial
resources far from the scenes of his renowned leadership as the great
ses contracted there
luna in hawaii his body ravaged by strange disea
aisea
diseases
yet
with an uncertain future even if he should survive his hospital stay
woolleys
leys
despite all this we have no indication of any recriminations on Wool
woollens
part there is no reason to doubt discouraged as he was that he remained
question whether any
faithful to his covenants as he understood them
man or woman can do more if in that regard samuel edwin woolley was
not an heroic everyman at last what we hope every man of us will be
when our sensibilities dulled by age bereft of loved ones who may have
preceded us in death perhaps distant from scenes of our greatest
so while what
triumphs the shades of death begin to close around us
I1

do not know
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follows can only be a portion of Wool
woolleys
leys life
woollens

also an attempt in
all who wrestle with the
it is

celebrating that life to celebrate the heroism in
human condition
A word about process
have focused narrowly on Wool
woolleys
leys gender
woollens
relationships to a lesser degree on his finances and finally on the
struggle all men must finally face the truth that time has to some degree
passed them by while this selectivity does not do justice to samuel E
woolley or his memory
chose these areas of his life because to me they
best demonstrated both the mans humanness and his and our expected
finally the difficulty of my task was compounded by the
quiet triumph
successful efforts of a sincere and well intentioned woolley family
member to delete from his journals anything she thought might reflect
negatively on her father in law
at first was both disappointed and
angered by her action on further reflection realized we do the same
thing each time we write in our journals when we selectively record only
the best rather than the complete us thus to condemn jrhw1 is to
misunderstand human nature and finally to condemn ourselves
few in the church beneath general authority status can have given
longer service than samuel edwin woolley born in salt lake city october
Grants ville utah forty miles west of salt lake
22 1859 he grew up in grantsville
he lived there until at age twenty he was called on a mission to hawaii
serving from 1880 to 1884 after returning home on may 6 1885 he was
Grants ville in the logan temple by president
sealed to alice rowberry of grantsville
112
merri112
menni
merrl
memll2
and shortly after was called to go with alice to
marriner W Merri
josepa the gathering place of the hawaiians in utah from 1889 until
losepa
1917 just west of the stansbury mountains from grantsville
Grants ville samuel was
assistant manager responsible for livestock serving for five and a half
years
on august 9 1895 the Wool
leys were called to hawaii where
woolleys
woollens
samuel served as plantation manager and mission president seven years
later alice returned to live in utah because of her deteriorating health
samuel remained at his post in hawaii for nineteen more years their six
in june 1919 woolley
surviving children were reared by alice in utah
was finally relieved of his duties as mission president by E wesley smith
he continued as plantation manager until may 17 1921 when he was
upon returning to utah that year woolley
replaced by antoine R ivins
worked at warm springs a swimming resort complex
troubled by ill
health he was under a doctors care from november 1924 and finally was
I1
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LIDS
LDS
confined at llis
liis hospital he died in salt lake city on april 3 1925 his
totalled
service to the church to
talled well over thirty years most of that spent
far from his home and family
this is the brief outline but it does not begin to tell the full story
the materials extracted from the journals make it impossible to know
some important details of the woolley story but one fact is clear samuel
E Wool
woolleys
leys long separations from his first wife alice had much to do
woollens
with some of the problems he encountered in hawaii and utah
his
journals make clear that at least as early as 1905 samuel was
sufficiently well thought of by church leaders that he was regularly
invited by president joseph F smith to come to and be recognized at the
fall general conference sessions
after alice had been released from their
mission in 1902 her husband accompanied the family to utah where she
and samuel were given their second endowment as if to steel them for
their long separations samuel continued to come to fall conference for a
tra velling
number of years and sometimes remained as long as six months travelling
still those six to eleven
Grants ville salt lake and losepa
between grantsville
josepa
month separations from alice must have seemed long indeed to samuel E
woolley it is possible that had adherence to the 1890 or 1904 manifestos
been universally accepted practiced and enforced by the latterday
latter day
saints at the time of their issuance woolley might not have been involved
in and suffered as he did over the issue of plural marriage
postmanifesto
manifesto plural
samuel E woolley was a likely candidate for post
by one account in october 1843 the revelation of plural
marriage
marriage was first read in the home of samuel E Wool
woolleys
leys grandfather
woollens
edwin was one of the first to yield
edwin D woolley at nauvoo
obedience to the principle 3 elder john W taylor of the twelve
excommunicated in march 1911 for refusing to subordinate himself to the
government and discipline of the church 4 married a half
sister of
halfsister
samuel E woolley janet nettie marie woolley as his third wife john

woolleys
leys father samuel
wickersham woolley brother of samuel E Wool
woollens
wickersham woolley married his third wife anne fisher in march of
seventy nine and she forty and was excommunicated in
1910 when he was seventynine
1914 for performing plural marriages 5 so the woolley name is one long
post manifesto plural marriage and even with mormon
associated with postmanifesto
fundamentalism
obviously one of the problems of plural marriage is that is
encourages monogamous men and even women to view others as potential
22

mates
this is an unexceptional practice in a society where plural
marriage is accepted but in a monogamous society it is bound to create
tensions which can prove socially and emotionally disruptive
certainly
the issue of plural marriage was disruptive in laie during much of samuel
E Wool
woolleys
leys leadership tenure there and especially after alice left in
woollens
1902
of course it was the contention of some church leaders that the
1890 and 1904 manifestos were intended for the church at large not for
certain individual members and particularly not for select members
outside the united states in places like canada mexico and hawaii
from january 1904 to february 1907 the reed smoot hearings
attracted widespread attention in the US and the ripple effect of this
event easily reached honolulu not that the hearings were necessary for
section 132 to be so topical in hawaii for it is apparent that from 1902
until 1915 when he was disciplined by the church leadership for
promoting plural marriage in hawaii samuel E woolley was regularly
involved in public and private discussions concerning the subject
six
weeks after the april 1904 manifesto samuel wrote alice that he had
helped convert a missionary couple the shadrack aunts
lunts to the idea of
in may 1904 woolley admitted feeling sorry for harriet
plural marriage
pomaikai davis of honolulu one of so many oldish women never having a
chance for a family or a home of their own
hattie davis was born on
maui on january 25 1871 of royal hawaiian blood woolley lamented that
he could not help such women as hattie but only give them good advice
1
may
know you are with me
24 1904
samuel wrote his wife alice on
believe
heart and soul in carrying out the mandates of the priesthood
you are so thoroughly converted that if the priesthood should command you
it appears woolley is
do appreciate that
would be willing to obey
already personally involved in the sexual dynamics peculiar to polygyny
and is considering helping hattie
five days later he wrote along the same lines and again mentioned
1
believe she feels that she is losing many blessings by being
hattie
but in
single she is a good woman and will make some man a good wife
the meantime samuel had received a letter from alice and one can sense
alices concern about what her husband had told her samuel answered his
wife 1 dont know how much your protest will avail but we will be
patient and let the presidency say when it will be 6 had alice
communicated to the church leaders that nine years seemed long enough
for her husband to serve in hawaii and was she fearful her husband might
I1
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take a second wife
that alice may have been fearful of just such an
eventuality is indicated when on august 6 1921 just before he left laie
for the last time woolley wrote his wife another trial came to you when
took another wife but how nobly you have born that test god bless your
dear soul know that has been a test
by spring of 1905 the plural marriage question was front page news
in honolulu
the LDS were accused of practicing it and while woolley
knew they were he spoke publicly to convince outsiders at least that the
practice was dead in the church 7 the attorney general for hawaii
investigated and he and woolley had a long talk the territorial marshall
even came to dinner at laie to further investigate
here at this point
romanias work is apparent since journal entries for this period are
missing
but within the mission something occurred to drastically change
the feelings of at least some of the laie missionaries toward president
woolley
sisters wooten and bush came to woolley to discuss plural
marriage with him he says he
heads them off and finally they say
they will have to give up 8 it seems more than coincidental that these
two and others expressed concerns at the very time samuel woolley was
regularly spending as many as three days a week in honolulu and staying
nights at the abraham fernandez home in kalihi where hattie davis
resided with her sister and brother in law
meanwhile in honolulu the josephite missionaries told a grand jury
what they knew of plural marriage in laie LDS church leaders regularly
came to laie while on the underground
the RLDS missionaries report
may have included the fact that samuel E woolley had taken hattie davis
as a plural wife this appears to have occurred between 1905 and 1908
in grantsville
Grants ville utah on
whether in hawaii or utah
cannot determine
january 6 1907 woolley spoke in church on plural marriage and told the
saints he did not want any brethren or sisters to teach that plural
marriage was not true or had been forever done away with
eight days
later elder mathias F cowley shared with woolley a precious document he
one can only speculate whether this
shows to few of his brethren
woolleys
leys 1912 account of
document was a photocopy of lorin calvin Wool
woollens
permission to continue performing plural marriages as authorized by
president john taylor 9 it appears likely the documents subject was
plural marriage
records show hattie P davis woolley bore a child minerva on
september 30 1909 in salt lake city utah she had been released as
I1
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primary president in honolulu within a month after samuel woolley
returned from general conference in october 1907
despite romanias
best efforts both the samuel woolley correspondence and the utah
woolley family by preston parkinson mention hattie as samuels wife and
minerva dolly as their daughter
the behavior of some LDS church
woolleys
leys missionaries in hawaii gave further evidence
leaders as well as Wool
woollens
in november of 1915 the council of the twelve wrote a
of the marriage
woolleys
leys plural
letter indicating that while they found no evidence of Wool
woollens
marriage they had reprimanded him for teaching the subject and thus there
was no cause for further censure francis M lyman in the same letter in
the objectionable peculiarities of president
behalf of the council wrote
100
woolley with elders and saints he claims to have corrected
one of the most painful evidences of general authority displeasure
with Wool
woolleys
leys undocumented plural marriage occurred in fall 1910 when
woollens
he was not invited to attend conference disappointed at hearing no word
he finally cabled president joseph F smith asking if he should come the
response was as terse as it was cold suit yourself
nevertheless he
finally decided to go and his feelings recorded at the time he made that
trip were poignant
at his departure for the mainland he went through the
flusual
aloha oe was sung an experience which always
usual lei ordeal
made woolley feel annoyed
the passengers on the boat looked at him as
if he were a wild animal of some sort
by the time he arrived in salt
lake his daughter minerva a bit more than a year old had forgotten him
and was frightened at his presence 11 elder francis M lyman whose
opposition to plural marriage at this time is well documented summoned
woolley into the office and asks many questions of his personal affairs
in the past he had brought poi
some of which worried him very much
from hawaii to share with the prophet but this time he was allowed to see
president smith protected as woolley described him for only a few
minutes 12 A decided chill had set in
A year later woolley spent the time he usually took to attend general
his description of a kauai branch
tra velling around kauai
conference travelling
president that september 17 1911 is filled with dramatic irony
he
does not live as he ought and the people have lost confidence in him and he
knows it there will have to be a change before things will be any better
unfortunately for samuel E woolley the counsel belief and
practices of some of his ecclesiastical superiors his own doctrinal
woolleys
leys biological drives apparently did not
convictions and maybe Wool
woollens
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encourage a reformation in him which would have made his life less
difficult
the journals give no indication that either of his two wives
returned to hawaii before 1919 when alice came meanwhile temporarily
denied access to alice or hattie woolley sought further female
LIDS hawaiian woman named
companionship in laie he was attracted to an LDS
IK or
A as she later came to be called
was
like samuels two wives
five years younger than samuel
a primary president and while twenty
twentyfive
the two were thrust together frequently at least sometimes by design
because of the missing journals their relationship is left to inferences
and a telling letter written in january 1917 by fourth son joseph
was
rowberry woolley 19 to his brother john franklin woolley 29
then 33 samuel 58
1I
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and from what
alice worried a lot about that
know of it she has a right to because father isnt doing right by her its
true he has done all he possibly could and can do for us all the time but
still if he is going with that woman or paying any attention to her it isnt
think you and ralph ought to put it to him before it is too late
right
because it would probably mean a great deal to us all hattie was telling
sis about it and she sure is sore to think she would do the things she has
father will lost out if he is not careful for things of that sort to
avail enough said 13
think mother
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there are

no samuel woolley journals after may 13 1915

one can

only speculate about what transpired between
but the
and samuel
frequency of s name in samuels journal is revealing on january 26
was at the boat to greet him on his return from utah two days
1907
1
in july president
later 1 and spent evening with adelaide fernandez
in september of 1907 1
apart for her mission to kauai
woolley set
who had just returned from kauai with
spent most of the time talking to
on kauai himself later in september samuel expected lots
annie apua
in october back in laie
of mail but received only one letter from IK
bore her testimony immediately after samuel
the association continued
through the years on october 6 1911 sister cole
kahuhu
and go to kahuku
on sunday october 22 1911 woolley invited leila
for the train
lella
lelia and to
eat with him they feel honored and pleased as it is his 52nd birthday
gave her mission president a stick
pin tie and collar
stickpin
later in the day
one is reminded of hatties having given gifts to samuel
holder
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christmas 1905 a shaving mug and brush case and ink well of shell the
day following the exchange of gifts between samuel and
she came to
get woolley to administer to a sick child later that same day now in
in november 1911 samuel then in kona on the
honolulu woolley wrote
big island received letters from alice hattie and a nice little one from
samuel even served as s rescuer on one occasion when she was
having a fight with her mother miliama
escaped to phone samuel who
from further hair pulling
came quickly and protected thirty year old
there is much much more mention of in samuels journals nor does
anyone elses name appear with near the frequency of IKs after both alice
and hattie went to the mainland
A letter from samuel to alice in which he addressed the children is
instructive this written on february 16 1904
I1

1I

I1

I-

I
1

1I

1I

now
rugged frontier life fits us for the great battle of life
children remember above all else that an adulterer can never be
exalted joseph smith said nov 25 1843 if a man commit adultery
he can not receive the celestial kingdom of god
the lord says the
same thing then how careful we should be that satan does not
tempt us beyond what we are able to resist
A

we can assume this counsel written at a time when samuel was
developing a relationship with hattie davis applied equally to
did not result in even the
whatever transpired between samuel and
1I

1I

temporary rejection of woolley by church leaders which had occurred in
while that rejection did not persist indefinitely woolley was not
1910
again in attendance at general conference until october 1914 but by then
clearly he had returned to favor
before dismissing the conference
session president joseph F smith mentioned the overflow meeting in the
assembly hall next door presided over by a general authority assisted by
president samuel E woolley president of the hawaii mission 14 we have
no evidence if anyone knew woolley had gone from the train directly to

salt lake
there were at least two other major difficulties associated with
six years as a church missionary and leader in
twentysix
woolleys
leys twenty
samuel E Wool
woollens
hawaii the first concerned finances the laie sugar plantation was only
sometimes a paying proposition
the land in cultivation was never
extensive enough that economies of scale could be practiced and

hatties upon arriving

in
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profitability was dependent to a considerable degree on american politics
and the reciprocity treaty of 1875
nevertheless while not a lot of

money remained in the possession of president woolley significant
amounts passed through his showing he was often loaning or being loaned
considerable sums of money it is unclear if the church provided a salary
more likely he was allowed to take his living
to this plantation manager
in contrast he commented on the
expenses from plantation profits
extravagant life style of his friends abraham and minerva fernandez she a
sister to his second wife hattie in honolulu Wool
woolleys
leys own living
woollens
muchh more modest nor does he seem to have put
standard was no doubt muc
aside anything for his retirement years
this is ironic in view of his
letter of may 19 1904 to alice in it he worried about the fernandezes
being extravagant and not knowing how to save a dollar

on may

6 1916 samuel wrote his first wife

ought to have made money enough to have been on easy street by
even if
now
have been on a mission there are opportunities
passing by every day that some one picks that could have taken and
they would have paid themselves out long ago
am sore at myself
sometimes to think that have been so foolish and short sighted but
we can always look back and see what we might have been
feel that have not done as well in so many ways as ought to have
done
I
1

I
1

I1

I1

I
1

I1

I1

I
1

eight months before samuel died on april 3 1925 he wrote alice
from salt lake that he wished he vw e so fixed financially he could
satisfy every desire of her heart he continued
it makes me feel mighty
small because cant do for you what would like to do
by february
LDS hospital in salt lake and again the
24 1925 samuel was in the LIDS
1
subject was money he wrote alice
surely need something to bring a
living
this thing of being at the mercy of some one else surely gets under
my skin
later in the same letter he returned to the subject of his
impoverishment
need a good job now to get me out of the hole spring seems
to have come and
feel
should be doing something but if a
fellow has nothing he can do and nothing to do with one hardly
knows where to begin but live in hopes something will come
I1

I
1

I

I
1

I1

I1

I1

my way before long
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within six weeks of this letter woolley had died of erysipelas

nephritis

and arteriosclerosis 15
the other trouble is related to that encountered by many young
missionaries when they return home and are given their first
post mission directive to take out the garbage go to bed or some other
postmission
mundane command in all likelihood during their missions they became as
samuel E woolley did much more used to giving commands than to
receiving them
this role reversal can be traumatic and appears to have
been so for woolley by the time ralph E woolley samuel and alices
first born was appointed construction superintendent for the hawaii
firstborn
temple the plantation in laie was 01
oi secondary significance
the temple
groundbreaking began in february of 1916 and samuel with some
proprietary responsibility announced he wanted the project completed in
seven years old
a year it took more than three samuel was then fifty
fiftyseven
and certainly in possession of the bittersweet awareness that the son
ralph must increase and the father decrease acutely aware of times
1
in
august of 1917 he wrote alice
am such a poor weak fellow
passing
that do not seem to advance very much with all these long years of
experience
samuel was a horseman and motor cars were taking over in
sometimes
the same letter he described his health and his mental state
get nervous and shaky but not from over work but from an over strain
it is hard to
because some things do not go like would have them go
teach old dogs new tricks on may 6 of the previous year he had addressed
the same theme in a letter to alice
I

I1

1I

I1

am not quite so young as was
and do not look at things
feel that with the opportunities of all
just the same but
these years have not made the progress that ought to have
toto
lolo
must be a 1010
surely ought to have been better
made
posted in every way but suppose my thinker is not good
enough or do not know how to work it so well as others
I1

I1

I1

I1

1I

I

I1

1

I1

I1

woolley was discouraged when he was released as mission president
hawaii born E wesley smith son of joseph F smith
and replaced by hawaiiborn
after all woolley had called wesley to labor in hilo and to serve as first
Wool
leys release as plantation manager to years
counselor in the MIA woolleys
woollens
avins was hired
ivins
later must have been even more devastating antoine R lvins
admittedly fragmentary the samuel E woolley
to run the plantation
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collection contains a letter from missionaries frank and cassie bailey to
1
was at laie when he received
woolleys
leys granddaughter
ruth austin Wool
woollens
receive
dispatch and
djuatch
am sure it was a
notice of his release via a news dispatph
think the new life with its necessary adjustments
tremendous shock
underlining mine
was rather difficult
the journals show that samuel E woolley did make at least one
attempt to prepare for a rainy day while he was in control in laie in
1907 he bought mining shares in blackhorse nevada he obtained approval
from the first presidency to borrow money for the trustee in trust and in
january of 1907 purchased at least 3000 shares in a mine later it was
organized into the ohana mining company the financial results of this
investment can only be inferred since no further mention of it appears in
it is unclear whether woolley was
the woolley journal or letters
investing for himself the church or both but his penury in the final
months of his life indicates the mining venture must have been an
unprofitable one for him at least
what can one conclude from such a brief and partial look at one
mans life
tribute must be paid to the person singly most responsible
for bringing attention to the significance of the woolley journals
ruth
woolleys
leys second son john franklin
austin is the third child of samuel E Wool
woollens
woolley her interest has been to have her grandfathers journals edited
and made available to scholars
to her great credit ruth wanted this
great hawaiian pioneersamuel
pioneerr samuel edwin woolley who died before ruths
second birthday presented warts and all but it was imperative to her
that his story be accessible ruth has spent considerable sums of money
and an enormous amount of time personally preparing her grandfathers
journals she presented a sketch of his life in 1986 at the mormon pacific
surely some genetic credit is due
historical society annual meeting
samuel E woolley for this inspiring and dedicated granddaughter
despite his occasional deprecation by church leaders Wool
woolleys
leys faith
woollens
in the prophets and desire to do as instructed by them did not waver
after general conference in 1914 woolley went to president smith to ask
1
on
want to do as
in
for direction
27
journal
his
october
he recorded
near what he wants me to do as can for am willing to go when and
where he asked me to go that has always been my rule those who have
read Wool
woolleys
leys journal are convinced he meant exactly what he said
woollens
the brethren recognized that faithfulness in woolley when in 1904
they sent him to samoa as agent to select and purchase properties for the
I

I1

I1

I1

1I
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I1

church time and again woolley told us in his journal that in writing or in
person he conferred with president smith about some change he some
change he wished to make in laie or some other plan for which he needed
while on the mainland he invariably met with the prophet
his direction
to be told if and when he should return to his post in laie he was left at
six used up his talents eroded by age and rendered less valuable
age sixty
sixtysix
by the onset of modern times he had no income nor real prospect of any
he was soon to die from afflictions he contracted while he served in a
foreign land for thirty years ulcers and high blood pressure among them
one is not surprised he had doubts about the value of his service that he
wondered if anyone were aware of the service he had given but there is
no evidence extant at least which would indicate any recriminations on
woolleys
leys part against church leaders or the church he may have
samuel Wool
woollens
felt he had nothing left to offer at his age but take nothing away from the
quality and length of the service he had rendered he may have come to a
growing impression of his uselessness but this in no way detracts from
the quality of his former service
the historian gertrude himmelfarb cited hegel who wrote in 1807
no man is a hero to his valet
she went on in her jefferson lecture to
castigate the new breed of historians as possessing the souls of valets 16
the foregoing may be more of a revelation of my soul than would like but
hope it will be construed as a celebration of samuel E woolley and of
ourselves when we struggle to endure as he did Wool
woolleys
leys obituary was
woollens
written six years prior to his death on what he said was the greatest of
all his days to him
the occasion was the dedication of the edifice for
which he had worked so hard and long the hawaii temple november 27
1919 the words those of president heber J grant addressed to the
assembled multitude and to god
we thank thee for the long and faithful and diligent labors of
thy servant president samuel E woolley who has so faithfully
presided over this mission for these many years we thank
thee for his labors in the erection of this temple and we
17
beseech thee 0 father that thou will bless him
woolleys
leys life
believe this is not only an accurate summation of Wool
woollens
but a highly appropriate prophetic expression of appreciation for this life
of dedicated service
woolleys
leys reward will be
like our own samuel E Wool
woollens
postponed but surely as we hope to he will reap in due season
I1

I1

I
1
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ENDNOTES

romania married ralph edwin woolley samuel and alices eldest son he
was the builder of the hawaiian temple the honolulu tabernacle and
other buildings in hawaii he and romania became wealthy socialites in
honolulu society ralph was the first oahu stake president
1
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FROM KAPU

TO

christianity

study of the abolition of the kapu
and the introduction of christianity
A

by

moramona
Mo
ramona
moratona

kathleen creager

in

system

hawaii

the

mormons in hawaii
R lanier britsch
made the following observation the unification of the islands under
as well as the destruction of the heiaus
hebaus pagan gods and
kamehameha
kapus worked for the benefit of protestants roman catholics and latter
day saints alike
the transition from the kapu system to christianity is
its significance in mormon history lies in the
the subject of this paper
fact that the protestant missionaries were able to effect a new way of
life and influence the native hawaiians to such an extent that by the time
the first mormon missionaries arrived in the 1850s much of the
groundwork for conversion to christianity had already been accomplished
this transitory period essentially commenced with the discovery of
the hawaiian islands in january 1778 by captain james cook
this
contact with whites brought into focus for the hawaiian people an
increased awareness of other peoples on the earth it was not long before
whaling vessels and other ships were landing on the sandy beaches and
trade developed between the hawaiian elite and adventurous european and
in his book
I
1

1

american seamen

despite increasing contact
culture and religion of the hawaiians remained
prior to
death of king kamehameha in 1819
people lived under the kapu system a series of
which according to oral tradition had been

nevertheless

beginning of time

with white men the
virtually intact until the

this time the hawaiian
tabus and restrictions
in

existence since the

account of his stay in the hawaiian islands written during
1815 american john B whitman described the function of the kapu
1813
18131815
system in the following manner
the word taboo is used to used to signify certain rites and
ceremonies established by ancient custom the origin of which
ans ascribe to the gods it is also used to denote
the Hawaii
hawaiians
anything which is forbidden either to touch eat drink use or
wear
all their laws are called taboos and almost every
person has some particular taboo
and these taboos are
in his
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either imposed upon them by their parents when they are quite
young or are voluntarily assumed by them when of age to
ure and responsibility of their adoption
nature
understand that nat
they may be considered of the nature of vows made to the gods
the performance of which becomes a sacred duty which is
never lost sight of 2
according to david malo and other historians many of the kapus
were derived solely from the desires of the ruling king or chief and were a
means of power to the priesthood 3 As a consequence of this system the
life of the common people was one of subservience to a higher authority
their whole existence became dependent upon their ability to yield to the
yoke of oppression
failure to do so could result in expulsion or death
this indisputable power exercised by the chiefs caused the people to hold
the chiefs in great dread and to look upon them as gods 4
although the right to rule was often maintained by physical
strength divine heritage was a must only those individuals who could
trace their ancestry back to the gods were considered worthy to rule 5 all
grades of rank as well as high and divine honors were given solely to
those chiefs who could show such an accumulation of inherited
sacredness that they were esteemed gods among men 6
the combination of reverence and fear associated with rank was one
it was this
rk
wonk
work
of the most significant factors which made the kapu wo
same factor however which also promulgated the overthrow of the kapu
it was
system and aided in the adoption of christianity in the 1820s
during the time of king kamehamehas wars in the late eighteenth century
that dissatisfaction with the kapu began to be felt As a result of these
wars disaffection with the conquest appeared in a series of rebellions
and retaliations by rival chiefs until they their families too were
dispossessed or brought under the kamehameha administration 7
one of the victims of these conflicts was opukahaia
Opu kahaia later known as
henry obookiah born in 1792 he was the son of commoners yet distantly
related to the king of his territory when he was about twelve the king
died and his father become involved in a war fought to see who would
reign supreme on the island 8 unfortunately the group to which his father
Opu kahaia and his family were forced to
belonged was overpowered and opukahaia
flee into the mountains they were eventually captured and killed except
Opu kahaia who was taken into the home of one of his captors 9
opukahaia
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opukahaia
kahaia found one of his uncles and was
after about two years Opu
able to dwell with him instead he stayed for a number of years until he
the only surviving sister of his father
and his aunt
were captured by
after seeing his aunt killed b their enemies Opu
the enemy
opukahaia
kahaia
decided to leave the islands 10 although his uncle opposed his proposed
voyage Opu
opukahaia
kahaia eventually received permission to leave and he set sail
Brint
nel six months later they left the orient and
for china with captain brintnol
brintnel
steered a course for america 11 in the summer of 1809 they landed in
new york where most of the men dis
disembarked
opukahaia
kahaia continued with
embarked Opu
brintnels
the captain to Brint
brintnell
nels home in new haven connecticut 12
one day in early fall Opu
opukahaia
kahaia was found by the reverend edwin W
dwight 13 dwight stopped and asked the young man if he wanted to learn
opukahaia
kahaia said yes and dwight became his
with a great deal of eagerness Opu
instructor 14 the next nine years saw opukahaias growing interest and
As he became familiar with the
eventual acceptance of christianity
doctrines of christianity his desire to share his new knowledge with his
people grew
the protestant christians in new england were greatly
opukahaia
affected by the example and devotion of Opu
kahaia and began to support
the idea of a foreign mission to hawaii most of these christians became
convinced that opukahaias sojourn in new england was a product of divine
Opu
kahaia was used as an example to show skeptics that
opukahaia
intervention
hawaiians were not too ignorant to be taught and that christian doctrines
could conquer even the most debased people 15
opukahaia
kahaia was never able to fulfill his personal desire
nevertheless Opu
to share the christian message with his people because he died of typhus
on february 17 1818 two years before a foreign mission was
established 16 however his death served to fuel the fires that led to the
organization of the first group of protestant missionaries which left for
hawaii on october 23 1819 17
this company comprised three hawaiian youths from the foreign
mission school two ordained ministers a doctor two school teachers a
is although the predominant feeling
printer a farmer and their families 18
among the group was one of positive expectation there were still some
fears of the unknown they were concerned about whether or not they
would be accepted by the hawaiians and wondered how they would
convince the natives to give up their pagan gods and tabu system
unbeknownst to them the kapu system had already been abolished and
most of the idols and temples destroyed
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the abolishment

of the kapu

system was

in

many respects

a

it has been documented
gradual withdrawal from established tradition
precontact
contact period hawaiians acknowledged a group of
that during the pre
people they called aa
these individuals were viewed as being ungodly
aia
ala
careless in their observance of the tabus and responsible for leading
although this group was relatively small and its beliefs
other astray
often ridiculed it began to increase in popularity between 17821796
1782 1796
it was the introduction of european
during the wars of king kamehameha
and american influences around 1786 however which gave this movement
the impetus it needed to bring about the rather benign acceptance of the
abolished kapu 19
during the 1780s when hawaii became a principal player in the
arena of trade hawaiians began to adopt western values 20 ownership of
european goods became a means of obtaining status and commoner and
alii
or aristocracy found themselves no longer content with the
consequently the kapu was subject to
traditional kapu structure
women were among the first to violate
redefinition as well as violation
while
the kapu system but were later joined by men of all classes
commoners often openly violated the kapu the chiefs on the other hand
augmented it to suit their purposes it became the common practice for
chiefs to use the kapu to govern the rates times parties modes and
on occasion if it was felt that the
commodities of the european trade
prescribed tabu interfered with trade interests they would even go so far
as to violate or suspend the most traditional of kapus 21
kamehameha himself committed such a violation under duress when
he went with vancouver to maui on january 9 1794 the kapu temporarily
prohibited him from ocean travel however vancouver threatened to trade
only with the king of maui should kamehameha refuse to travel with him
kamehameha went with vancouver because he did not want this powerful
englishman to deal with a rival chief nonetheless he was displeased at
being coerced into breaking the kapu and stated that he considered
himself to be the last person in his dominion who ought to violate the
established laws and the regulations of the country which he governed 22
nevertheless violations continued and the people especially the women
began to see an alternative to the current system
by the time king kamehameha died on may 8 1819 the stage was set
for the abandonment of the kapu
when the death of the king had been
announced liholiho kamehamehas son and heir complied with tradition
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and retired to kahala to avoid becoming contaminated by the dead body As
the body was cut into pieces and the bones placed into bundles the people
mourned
for a period of time as was customary the traditional
restraints were lifted and total anarchy prevailed 23
this total abandonment of law as well as internal and communal
during the mourning period all laws
restraints was to be temporary
it became the
which had resided in the king were null and void
responsibility of the new ruler to overcome the chaos and restore order
in this way the new king affirmed his right to rule and reminded the
people that all laws and restrictions came from him24
in this case however the restoration of order would not be so
simple
first of all king kamehameha was survived by two very
influential widows who recognized an opportunity to strengthen their
position and power through the abolition of the traditional kapu
the
first was keopuolani kamehamehas sacred wife and mother of liholiho
and kauikeoulii who were to become the next two kings of hawaii
keopuolani possessed a sacred kapu derived from her genealogy which
made her so sacred that although she was a woman she was the highest
ranking chief on the island of hawaii it has been recorded that because of
her sacredness during the early years of her life she never walked abroad
1ves to the
except at evening and then all who saw her prostrated themselves
themse
thease aves

earth

25

the

manu by far the most powerful of the two
kaahumanu
other wife was Kaahu
although her inherited rank was significantly lower than that of
keopuolani during her time with kamehameha she had been endowed with
significant secular power and trust
she was openly acknowledged as
vancouver recorded in 1794 that
kamehamehas favorite wife
Kaahu manu was the only woman present at the meeting to cede the islands
kaahumanu
in 1795 when kamehameha conquered oahu
to great britain 26
bahu he
manu with the power of puuhonua the godlike
god like power to be
endowed Kaahu
kaahumanu
a sanctuary
this gave her the ability to protect life as well as to
determine where the places of sanctuary should be while kamehameha
Kaahu manu had the
and other chiefs had the power to pronounce death only kaahumanu
power to return to the accused the right to live 27 although unable to bare
Kaahu manu remained in a highly
children her main traditional function kaahumanu
manu
kaahumanu
esteemed position As a result of these unique distinctions Kaahu
more than any other woman within the kingdom had the possibility of
total political control within her grasp
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second thing that made it difficult to restore order was the fact
that although liholiho had worked out an agreement on the sharing of
power with Kaahu
manu and the other high chiefs political instability and
kaahumanu
confusion were growing out of the lack of agreement among the chiefs
over whether to support or abolish the hawaiian gods and the kapu 28
there were those who supported the traditional ways and resented the
manu and her family on the other
innovations of the foreigners
Kaahu
kaahumanu
hand had acquired a taste for western living and wanted to establish a
29
new order however liholiho was reluctant to make a decision29
decision
manu in august of 1819 sent a
refusing to accept defeat Kaahu
kaahumanu
messenger to lihiliho
lihilihi saying that his god would not be worshipped at
manu was going to move forward in an attempt
kaahumanu
kailua meaning that Kaahu
to abolish the traditional system
liholiho accepted this decisive turn of
events and took the irrevocable step of eating with the female chiefs
which abolished the kapu system 30
on march 30 1820 after five months at sea the missionaries and
crew of the thaddeus sighted the snow
covered summit of mauna kea on
snowcovered
hawaii
uncertain and fearing the worst the missionaries were surprised
to learn that king kamehameha was dead and that the kapu had been
aate
after
overthrown 31 they were anxious to begin their new work and aften
after
receiving permission from liholiho and his court they began to share their
christian message with the hawaiian people 32
despite permission from liholiho and kaahumanu
Kaahu manu to begin their
missionary endeavors the first year for the missionaries was filled with
although the missionaries
limited success and a great deal of hardship
commenced private and public worship from the day they set foot on the
missionary
islands many hawaiians were indifferent to their presence
labors were further frustrated when the group on oahu were unable to
quickly acquire living accommodations and establish themselves
nevertheless with the assistance of several ships captains lodgings
were eventually obtained and a school begun 33
under the tutelage of bingham the mission quickly began to see
only four months after the missionaries arrival three
success
missionary stations had been established mission schools were organized
although the first groups of pupils were comprised solely of alii children
the rest of the people became curious to learn more about the magic of the
reading and writing 36
missionaries palapala
A
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during the first years of the mission liholiho kaahumanu
Kaahu manu and
others of the chiefs remained relatively disinterested in the teachings of
the missionaries
however there were some alii who became staunch
supporters of the missionary effort the most significant member of this
group was kaumualii king of kauai he often invited the missionaries to
his home and became extremely interested in their message
of all the
missionary stations the one in kauai had the most support from the
government 37
another significant addition to the missionary converts was
keopulolani kamehamehas sacred wife on her death bed she requested
that her body receive a christian burial instead of the traditional cutting
and dismemberment
she commanded that the traditional mourning
practices be disallowed when she passed away on september 16 1823
the practice of violating the established laws to mourn the death of a
38
chief was practically ended ss
this was a significant step forward from
the point of view of the missionaries and their cause
these successes were augmented by the printing of the first
hawaiian text in january 1822 39 in just a few months the mission
school went from teaching sixty to seventy pupils to instructing not less
than five hundred 40
in the latter part of 1822 Kaahu
manu finally became interested in
kaahumanu
4
in 1824
the missionary cause after recovering from a serious illness 41
Kaahu manu in
king liholiho died of the measles while in england and kaahumanu
essence became the sole ruler
since kauikeoulii liholihos younger
brother and heir to the throne was only nine years old it was decided
manu and Kalani
moku
kalanimoku
kaahumanu
that the government remain in the hands of Kaahu
antry
until the prince should be of age 42s consequently in 1825 the cauntry
cuntry
intry
manu ruled she was
was decidedly in christian hands for although Kaahu
kaahumanu
greatly influenced by the missionaries bingham in particular
As a matter of policy Kaahu
manu began to adopt christian
kaahumanu
commandments as laws of the land 43 she made a move to suppress
prostitution and adultery sending out criers to call out a prohibition
against loose and lewd practices 44
while the missionaries continually denied having anything to do with
the establishment of secular law henry bond restarick stated that there
is no doubt that the influence of the missionaries exerted over the chiefs
was very great he claimed that as a body they avoided interference but

41

their advice and influence was shown in future legislation 45 the
remaining years of Kaahu
manu attest to this
kaahumanu
in 1826 after consultation with the missionaries trial by jury was
introduced 46 on december 14 1827 under the advisement of the queen
kanawai law was adopted this action created a hawaiian legal code
the kahawai
comprising three of the ten commandments and was the beginning of
formal legislation in the hawaiian islands 47
in 1828 Kaahu
manu took steps to ensure that the laws were carried
kaahumanu
into execution by appointing a number of persons to investigate cases and
try cases 48
during 1829 teachers were sent to several districts
throughout the islands with the expectation that they multiply the
schools until at length the land became full of them 49
manu continued to visit the
although she was getting old Kaahu
kaahumanu
islands trying to lighten the loads of her people and carrying the message
of christianity
bingham remarked that while some individuals thought
manu pressured the hawaiians into conversion by her own force
kaahumanu
that Kaahu
of will and the fact that she was a chief he felt that people only had to
see her speaking with the hawaiians to know that she wished for an inner
50 one can only guess
conversion rather than mere outward compliance so
how many actually believed in the doctrine some doubtless joined simply
manu was their ruler nevertheless to most of those who
kaahumanu
because Kaahu
manu sincerely believed in
knew her there was little doubt that Kaahu
kaahumanu

christianity

manu became seriously ill and moved to a home near
Kaahu
kaahumanu
shortly before her death she called the chiefs together
the mountains
and reminded them that the laws had been made to help protect the
commoners from the greed and excesses of the chiefs she died on june 5
1832 51
Kaahu manu essentially reigned supreme
from 1819 to 1832 kaahumanu
although attempts were made upon her death to return to some of the
former traditions associated with the ancient kapu system christian
Kaahu
manus influence was felt long after
values eventually prevailed
kaahumanus
buhina nui or co
ruler which she had
her death and in 1840 the role of kuhina
coruler
created at the death of kamehameha was written into hawaiis first
constitution 52
As indicated by britsch
the groundwork laid by the protestant
missionaries made the work of the latterday
latter day saints much easier than it
would have been it was unnecessary to christianize and educate the
in 1832
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Hawaii
ans translate the bible establish a sound government and prepare
hawaiians
the people for a higher standard of living 53 without the efforts of the
protestant missionaries in the 1820s to prepare the way the mormon
missionaries probably would have faced obstacles that could have
As it stands they were able to build
retarded their work significantly
upon the efforts of those missionaries of other faiths which proceeded
them and make their own unique contribution to the christian element in
hawaii
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AN EARLY

LDS

FAMILY OF

KAHANA AND LAIE
by

robert

the

story of the

H

feni
stauffers
ferl
staufferi
Staufferi
stauffen
stauffer

lale
laie
nie awa rebellion the temporary
ule
uie

division of the

saints and the establishment of the remarkable mormon hui cooperative
in kahana oahu
0ahu
bahu has been told elsewhere 2 forty years later in 1916
survivors of this era had their testimonies recorded in court depositions 3
while the court case was on an unrelated topic their legal testimony tells
us intriguing details of life in those long ago times
our story begins during the first half of the nineteenth century on
the big island its windward kamakua
hamakua coast was the probably birth place
of kaheana
kuheana and her husband kaopua kaheana
kuheana was an early saint a
supporter of the kahana hui and a founding member of the losepa
josepa colony in
utah 4
kuheana and kaopuas marriage produced a daughter miriam born in
kaheana
Har
hai
eana later separated from
harmakua
1857 at paauhau hgr
makua the big island kah
kuheana
h9muua
kaheana
kaopua and married pelekane also of paauhau kekuku Ms
the record is not clear who from this family moved to kahana first
but by the early 1870s miriam then a young girl of no more than fifteen
pike chinese rice
or sixteen was the common law wife of the wealthy pake
plantation owner H ahmee
ahhee in kahana 5 miriam remembered that her
step father pelekane lived with she and ahhee
eana and stepfather
mother Kah
kuheana
kaheana
ahmee
she recalled that she had been well acquainted with all the people that
was living at kahana at that time because my husband with whom was
living then being ahmi
admi ahmee
ahhee was the master over the people kaulahea
I1

Ms

kekuku Ms 6
miriam said that

we lived at kahana until the land of kahana was
sold to the hui that is to the breakaway LDS members of laie that
was the beginning of the negotiation of the sale because of the desire of
my husband ahmee
ahhee to return to china kekuku Ms
before we continue with miriams story let us step backwards in
time and introduce alexander auld a scottish seaman who settled in
hawaii in 1810 with captain alexander adams commander of the
auld presumably had a native wife and
sandalwood fleet of kamehameha
at least two sons his namesake alexander auld born about 1832 auld
Ms and william 7
1I

49

the younger alexander auld
two girls and two boys
the

married a native woman lois and they
younger alex died about 1865 and his
had
mother lived with the children for another four years one of the children
james auld recalled of his mother lois that then she went away with a
man named ikeole and got married to him
actually james said he had
not seen the ceremony it being an LDS service auld Ms
makaki for awhile and then moved to kahana
lois and ikeole lived at makiki
another of the auld children hannah went with them to live there
james mother would come to visit he and the other two children
frequently but ikeole did not come james explained that he and the other
two children were not on good terms with our stepfather
step father ikeole we
did not want our mother to get married to him and he knew it auld Ms
still james remembered that ikeole was a bright and intelligent
man in those days it seems he had a very good education and no doubt he
may have had an interest in the kahana hui
but he was a strong
mormon and that is why we objected to our mother marrying him
auld
Ms

besides being bright intelligent and LDS ikeole was also from
paauhau Ha
makua and a cousin to pelekane miriams step
kamakua
hamakua
hdmikua
stepfather
father and so

we pick up the thread of miriams story once more
the sequence under which this extended LDS family gathered in
kahana is unclear but by the early 1870s it consisted of pelekane and
kuheana and their daughter miriam and her husband ahmee
kaheana
ahhee and ikeole and
A son of pelekane
lois and their daughter hannah auld Ms kekuku Ms
eana waioha
waiohu was probably also present 8
and Kah
kuheana
kaheana
james auld remembers his mother lois returning to town to die at
makaki around 1873 or 1874
makiki
while his mother was sick and afterwards
step father ikeole auld Ms
he got on speaking terms with his stepfather
james also remembered that his mother had an aunt kahooio who
james said that kahooio
would visit and talk about the kahana hui
married the hui shareholder mahoe as a second husband and he was said
to have had some hui shares but evidently hed already conveyed it all
before she married him auld Ms 9
miriams family were original members of the hui her uncle ikeole
having shares 14 and 15 her mother kaheana
kuheana having number 29 and 30
step father pelekane having 102 and her stepbrother
step brother waioha
and her stepfather
waiohu
having share 115
they appear to have all been sympathetic to those
taking part in the awa rebellion in liale
lale
laie and indeed may have played a
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key role in facilitating the decision of those leaving laie to form the hui
to buy out the ahu
puaa land in kahana from miriams husband
ahupuaa
although the family were financial supporters of the hui with the
restoration of the kahana members into the church the family moved from
the valley and returned to laie after the hui was initially organized in
1874
1875 and miriams husband had evidently returned to china
aftenr
after
18741875
the 1881 completion of paying off the hui purchase mortgage ikeole came
down and looked things over in kahana but did not return to live kaulahea
Ms

by that time Ike
ikeoles
oles wife lois had died now pelekane also passed
oies
away and the widower ikeole eventually moved in with his cousins
widow Kah
eana they lived together for a year or so and then married
kuheana
kaheana
around 1878 or 1880 and remained as permanent residents of laie and
honolulu for a few years auld Ms kaulahea Ms kekuku Ms makakao
Ms

10

miriams informal marriage to ahmee
ahhee ended with his return to china
and she married LDS member joseph kekuku in laie kekuku Ms
their
first child also joseph kekuku is well known as the inventor of the steel

guitar

111

miriam recalled that when the hui shares were issued by its luna
leaders around 1881 she and her new husband joseph held her parents
shares in trust when her parents went to salt lake city 12 ikeole returned
at one point for a visit to laie and went down to kahana it was perhaps
at this time that he decided to sell the five shares held by he and kaheana
kuheana
kaulahea Ms 13 miriam recalled turning the shares that she had been
holding on her parents behalf over to samuel parker prior to 1887
conveyance 104246 kekuku Ms 14
after arranging to have the shares sold ikeole returned to utah
where he lived until his wife kaheana
kuheana died around 1910 or 1912 he then
returned to hawaii for good dying here about 1916 auld Ms kaulahea
Ms kekuku Ms makakao Ms
he had survived his wife lois auld his
eana
cousin pelekane and his second wife Kah
kuheana
kaheana
john makakao
Mak akao born about 1859 was the son of george william
Kamak
aniau the organizer of the kahana hui
kamakaniau
he remembered the
Ike eoles
organization of the hui and lk
oles participation in it and presence at hui
oies
john had left for salt lake city with his parents in 1883
meetings
john had known ikeole in
following his dads falling out with the hui
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utah and had probably seen him in lale
laie upon his return to hawaii in 1916
during the dissolution of losepa
josepa Mak
makakao
akao Ms
and so our story of this remarkable early LDS family of kahana and
laie comes to an end it began in the rugged lush fields of kamakua
Ha
makua over
hamakua
a century and a half ago and wove its way through the awa rebellion the
temporary division of the saints in the islands the kahana hui the losepa
josepa
colony and a conclusion with the gathering place at la
on the horizon
ie
laie
lale
of the close of this chapter of the familys history was the completion of
the laie temple and the continued story of the familys survivors and
their descendants who live on today
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APPENDIX A
FOUNDERS OF IOSEPA
two hawaiian founders of losepa
twentytwo
atkin Ms lists twenty
josepa some with spouses and
children of these five were kahana hui members and two others were either possible or
probably members for a total of 32 of the total two spouses and possibly a child were also
hui members making eleven possible hui shareholders involved 15
josepa pioneers held
another spouse held a share she had purchased altogether the first losepa
twentytwo
two hui shares eleven hui members with seventeen shares are definitely
as many as twenty
known to have responded to the call by 1903 all but three of these shares had been sold the
conveyances mainly occurred
occured in the 1880s
shareholder 90 oliver alapa held onto his share for many years and even was
president of the kahana hui in 1891 family tradition has it that he journeyed back and forth
for many years between kahana and the losepa
josepa colony domingues personal communication he
A
apparently finally settled in utah selling his share in 1897 conveyance 167305
surviving photograph of the losepa
josepa band c 1915 shows ten members including george and
moses alapa atkin ms67a alapas descendants returned to oahu
bahu after the abandonment of
josepa in 1917 A granddaughter lives in kahana today as a tenant domingues personal
losepa
communication
0
shareholder 115 was waioha
Kahe anas son as described in this paper he may
waiohu kaheanas
have held onto his share by accident a 1889 hui roll call shows six shares belonging to parker
Kahe anas two and the two held by pelekane
kanuha Ms
this would be lkikeoles
eoles two shares kaheanas
and waioha
waiohu for some reason however the actual deed to parker listed only five shares sans
Wai
oha the young man therefore stayed in utah and legally held onto his share for some years
waiohu
waioha
Kane ohe ranch co ltd who organized a cattle operation in kahana valley
he finally sold it to kaneohe
in 1897 conveyance 181274
the ranch probably learned that the parker deed had left off
waiohu after purchasing the parker interests conveyance 1773534
waioha
1773534
aniau wife of hui founder george william
kamakaniau
shareholder 36 kealohanui Kamak
Kamak
aniau brought her share with her to utah she sold it early on in 1889 to the well
kamakaniau
known mormon minerva E fernandez fernandez stayed in utah for some years see also
Liliu
okalani 1984290
liliuokalani
the sale was apparently unknown to the hui until years later when
Kane
ohe ranch was unable to hunt fernandez down and purchase the share conveyance
kaneohe
191
igl
igi
77
19177
george william Kamak
aniau kealohanuis husband originally held four shares
kamakaniau
4 25 62 and 112
he returned his shares to the hui as a settlement for a debt
0

conveyance 752556
752556
0

discussed

104246

94209

0

the

of ikeole 14 & 15 kuheana
kaheana 29 & 30 and pelekane 102
in this paper were sold to parker and thence to Kane
ohe ranch conveyances
kdneohe
kaneohe
17735344
shareholder 52 kapela sold to king kalakaua and thence to foster conveyances
five

shares

177353

11184

shareholder 71 gaea
laea died in utah and her heirs living in kahana inherited
shareholder 76 mahoe sold to the hui conveyance 84351
solomon 1 owner of shares 110 & 111 gave his first share to shareholder 71
gaea
labas death this share went to her
laea who also went to utah conveyance 94471 on laeas
kahana heirs solomons second share was sold to shareholder 89 HS ohule and thence to his
heir conveyances 74181 106175
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APPENDIX B
OWNERSHIP TITLES FOR THE FAMILYS HUI

SHARES

As described in this paper pelekane died and his share
102 was inherited by his
widow kaheana
Kah eana who already held shares 29 and 30 in her own name she then married
kuheana
pelekanas
pelekanes
Pele kanes cousin ikeole who owned shares 14 and 15
prior to 1888 these five shares were sold to harriet hattie P parker and her
husband samuel parker conveyance 104246 for a total of 300 in all
in the 1890s the parkers combined these five shares with substantial lands they owned
on three islands and mortgaged the entire estate to james campbell conveyance 174325 or
176325 for 93000
the mortgage was later released following its repayment the five kahana shares were
Kane
ohe ranch co ltd conveyance 1773534
kaneohe
then sold around 1898 to Kine
kineohe
1773534 for 875 the
ranch was establishing a ranching operation in kahana at the time
the lowland portion of the five shares formerly in taro production were leased by the
ranch to the pako tai lee wai rice plantation partnership conveyance 190461 at 16 per
shares rice land per year
the five shares were sold around 1901 to mary E foster conveyance 22313 for
about 500 each together with several other shares owned by the ranch this followed a bitter
legal case between the ranch and foster over control of the valley
while foster now held the five shares they were encumbered by the leases to tai lee
wai as were most of the other hui shares these leases were mortgaged to foster in return for
much of the partnerships capital and by 1904 she foreclosed on the leases when the
partnership defaulted on the mortgages conveyances 193444 199137 2504748
2504748
foster never sold the shares although she later probably leased them out to other

farmers

the shares

were condemned by the state of hawaii from fosters estate in the 1960s
for the purpose of establishing kahana state park
anas son waioha
waiohu followed a similar history
kaheanas
the sixth family share held by Kahe
that share evidently was missed when the familys holdings were sold to parker
kdheohe
neche ranch learned of the share around 1898 and
kaneohe
arranged to purchase it conveyance 181274
from there the shares history paralleled the
other five
the ranch leased the shares rice lands to tai lee wai conveyance 190461 for
it then sold the share to mary E foster conveyance 22313 for about
16 year
16year
500
foster foreclosed on the shares lease conveyances 193444 199137 2504748
2504748
she then leased it out to various agricultural producers the share was condemned by
the state with other landholdings of kahana in the 1960s
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ENDNOTES

bob stauffer was born and raised in hawaii and currently lives at makaua
fakaua next to kahana
valley he has been associated with the development of kahana state park since 1978 and has
written extensively on the history of the area
1

dispute arose at the gathering place of the saints at laie over raising awa piper
methysticum the kava plant the roots of which are used to make an intoxicating beverage
perhaps half of the native saints left and were expelled from the church many of these joined
LIDS members in kahana valley
pooling their funds with monies from other
with sympathetic LDS
supports across the islands they formed the hui and purchased the valley in 1875 and formed a
breakaway mormon colony
the kahana colonys members and their supporters were quickly restored to
membership by the church authorities in salt lake city
lance D chase 1980 described the rebellion for the first annual conference of the
mormon pacific historial society MPHS
see also my piece 1987 from the eighth annual
MPHS conference
2 A

the case

dealt with ascertaining the ownership of kahana hui shares in order to certify the
ownership of the hui lands land court the depositions in question dealt with the genealogy of
ikeole described in this paper
3

josepa was founded in 1889 by hawaiian saints including a significant number that had been
losepa
involved with the kahana hui
lo sepas story see atkin Ms
for losepas

4

anmee
puaa land division in 1872
ahupuaa
ahmee
ahhee bought the kahana ahu
kahana with her husband when she was fifteen or sixteen

5

M
MSs
6

the legal depositions

colloquialisms

miriam remembered moving to
in 1873 kaulahea Ms kekuku

upon which this paper is based contain several interesting

lois kaulahea whose father kapapa was one

of the original kahana kuheana
kuleana
have lived together with this man

homestead owners made these additional comments we
Mir
step father ikeole at
miriams
iams later stepfather
hiriams
kahana go and come and have eaten together in the same house to describe that they were
neighbors in kahana and had been friends
kaulahea went on to say that people formerly had lived under ahmee
ahhee the then owner of
ahu puaa owner kaulahea Ms
the land to describe the relationship with the ahupuaa
john Mak
aniau in describing his
kamakaniau
makakao
akao the son of hui organizer george william Kamak
former acquaintanceship with ikeole said note they had not shared the same house that they
were well acquainted by calling and visiting one another and had ate together lived together
Mak akao Ms
and so on at kahana makakao
7

auld lane

in

kapalama
the Ka
palama section of honolulu city is named after william
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more properly members of this family were evidently known as kaheana
kuheana kealakaihonua
pelekane kealakaihonua peter ikeole kealakaihonua and peteropio
Wai oha kealakaihonua
Peter opio waioha
waiohu
ikeole eventually lived in the losepa
josepa colony on his return to laie ikeole was know
locally as peter kealakaihonua a family name hed gotten from his grandparents auld Ms
it was also said that this was the name given him by the missionaries of queen
makakao Ms
and he was well known by that name until his
Kaahu manu ie united church of christ
kaahumanu
kekuku Ms
death

e8

josepa colony founding member JKN mahoe was owner of
mahoe possibly related to losepa
his
kahana hui share 76 he sold his share back to the hui early on conveyance 84351
earlier wife was mahu so the marriage to kahooio must have been a second marriage for him as

9 kilgoe
kilioe

well

eana and upon his death she
Kah
another tradition has it that ikeole was originally married to kuheana
kaheana
married pelekane see stauffer 1990
10

pake
am told through informal family tradition that this joseph kekuku was possibly part pa
zki
suggesting that miriam may have been pregnant with ahmees
ahmels child when she married the senior
joseph kekuku or that the child was adopted by the senior joseph after his marriage to miriam
11

12

1I

other evidence suggests that miriam and joseph kekuku joined her parents for the founding

josepa and that pelekane was still alive at that time 1889 see appendix A
losepa
133 for a description of the title histories to the familys shares see appendix B

of

parker of the ranch which carries his name received the shares on behalf of his wife
harriet hattie parker hattie was the daughter of jonathan napela a manager at the laie
plantation and a leading supporter of the church in the islands
14
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ZION IN THE PACIFIC

polynesian

GATHERING PLACES
by

dale beecher

As early as september 1830 the lord was telling joseph smith ye are
they shall be
called to bring to pass the gathering of mine elect
gathered in unto one place upon the face of this land to prepare their

hearts and be prepared in all things against the day when tribulation and
desolation are sent forth upon the wicked
over the next several months more revelations developed this theme
it shall be called zion
A land of peace a city of refuge
for example
a place of safety 2 let them therefore who are among the gentiles flee
until zion 3 that ye might escape the power of the enemy and be
gathered unto me a righteous people 4
ali the churches that they
therefore a commandment give unto all
shall continue to gather together unto the places which
have appointed 5
for this is zion the pure in heart 6
this concept was well established in the church by 1843 and was in
the minds of the first missionaries to polynesia
from 1844 to 1852
proselyting was successful in the society islands
the gathering was
talked about during that time but nothing much was done about it the
missionaries saw that sending their newly converted polynesian saints to
the central zion would not work as it had for those from the states or
1

I1

1

I1

from

great britain
first after hearing rumors

illinois they were not

the consequences of
speaking an unfamiliar
was that the island
notice

and expulsion from
at all sure just where zion was
and they feared
moving a group of people to an unfamiliar culture
language for most of that time the understanding
saints would stay where they were until further
of the martyrdom

but equally serious considerations were arising in tahiti
the
french were just then imposing their colonial dominance and although
they supposedly guaranteed religious freedom non
catholic groups led by
noncatholic
non
french clergy were given a hard time
nonfrench
the LDS church had a
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membership of nearly a thousand in the area but it had no political clout
and in 1852 the mission was forced to shut down
in 1851 mission president addison pratt assigned a homebound elder
to find a gathering place for polynesians in california
he evidently felt
that having their own colony on the coast would be less traumatic for
it must also be noted that he preferred to live in a mild maritime
them
climate himself
there is no indication that there was any serious
attempt to find such a place elder benjamin grouard tried to arrange for
a charter ship to take them anyway but there was no time
there was another plan to emigrate in 1851 the mission launched
its own ship a three masted schooner named the ravaai
ravali built largely by
it was intended to provide reliable transportation
the elders themselves
in 1852 pratt
far flung branches
and communication between the farflung
proposed to take a number of the faithful to california on their own ship
perhaps to return for more that plan fell through

strangely it was after the missionaries left that the saints
with no american supervision a large
gathered in french polynesia
congregation on the main island of tahiti moved into and around the
papeete
papette
peete they renamed the area
village of faaea
faaa some three mile west of Pa
tiona or zion mahu one of the principal town on tubuai
tubuli was already
mostly mormon
they also referred to their village as tiona and others

joined them there

when missionaries from utah returned in 1892 they found these
faaea zion not knowing the difference had
gathering places thriving the faaa
largely converted to the reorganization in the interim as had many
member on other islands there were many members holding steadfast at
LIDS
mahu and in the tuamotu archipelago although there was no single LDS
colony there was a centralized church organization headquartered on the
island of anaa under the leadership of elder maihea
maifea
this was not part of the mainstream gathering that was taking place
at the time
there was no direction from the general authorities there
was no communication with the main body of the church yet it worked
these island zions provided a refuge where the saints practiced their
religion for forty years alone with remarkably few deviations and
dropouts
while french polynesia was beginning its unofficial gathering in
hawaii an authorized version was getting started missionary work began
in these islands in 1850 and in two years there were enough members to
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organize several branches
to house these branches they instituted a
program of building meeting
meetinghouses
houses and soon there were more here than
the church had built anywhere in the world outside utah soon also there
were more branches than missionaries so most of them operated under
local leadership
these circumstances indicate an assumption that hawaiian members
would stay home that there was no plan to rush them off to the great
basin the leaders had rather adopted the unusual idea of having a center
place within the mission to provide stability
missions in general were
not intended to be stable units and in those days did not have central
headquarters
missionaries even presiding ones were to travel around
spreading the message and part of that message had been for converts to
join the body of the church in zion there was a permanent mission office
in liverpool
but even that served mainly as a clearing house for

emigration

the elders

hawaii made a sort of informal headquarters on the
island of maui the communications center was necessarily the main port
of lahaina
several branches with meetinghouses had been established in
and around
Jon atana napela set up the very first
keanan jonatana
round kula and at keanae
uku
wailuku
maui was not a formal
language training mission at his home in Wail
gathering place and no one left home to go there
but it had become
something of a focal point for the church in the sandwich islands
still a central place for members to look to is only half a zion
considering the opposition they were running into and hearing of the
persecutions in tahiti the elders and the general authorities in salt lake
agreed that these people needed a refuge again the question was raised
of moving them to the california coast but it was decided that a site in
the islands would be more suitable
in their october conference in 1853 mission leaders resolved to
find an empty place suitable for settlement
the selection was the
idyllic albeit dry palawai
they renamed the valley
lalawai basin on lanai
ephraim
sepa and worked very hard
josepa
losepa
called their village joseph or lo
losera
to pioneer an economy and a society
it was done much as in utah
the
townsite was laid out very early families were assigned lots and the
main plantation was worked in common
the ecclesiastical leadership
presided over temporal matters as well
this time zion failed living conditions were so primitive in the
first years and the idea of relocating was so foreign to the hawaiians
Hawaii ans
in
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that only the most faithful would go
when they did go it left the
branches on other islands short of leadership and faltering
when the
missionaries were called home to utah in 1857 the colony was still
struggling and members all over were discouraged
for four years the settlement and the branches hung on then walter
murray gibson appeared with vague authority from brigham young finding
that the palawai
lalawai property was not owned by the church he sold other
church properties elsewhere and ordered members to sell their private
property to raise money for its purchase and expansion
he knew little
about the law of consecration used to buy lands for gathering in missouri
however this was not a reprise of that movement but simply a means to
personal aggrandizement the deeds were registered in his own name and
when called upon to turn ephraim over to the church he refused members
were more discouraged over the mess and many left the church
in 1864 it was decided to try again away from lanai and gibson and
this time under church sponsorship rather than with local financing
the
six thousand acre laie plantation was purchased and the workers quarters
LIDS
quickly turned into an LDS
llis community
liis
management was handled differently the mission leaders from utah
were always in charge but now they brought their families with them
making it a more personal enterprise at first they raised mostly food on
both individual and communal plots
but the emphasis was to be a cash
crop and by 1868 they were cultivating and processing sugar cane with
profits earmarked for the building of zion
this time it worked the plantation seldom made a profit and no one
got rich but it held the community together until the opening of the
temple made laie more a spiritual zion than a temporal one of course
much of the aura of a cooperative society or united order has remained
and laie is today as much a mormon gathering community as say manti or
Card ston
bardston
cardston
like many colonies of the great basin kingdom laie has had a couple
of spin offs
after a
the first kahana was settled in 1875
disagreement over plantation policies a small group of families went in
together and bought a small plantation some seven miles to the south and
moved onto it the mission president considered them to be rebels but
they saw themselves as good latterday
latter day saints and very much part of the
they were finally vindicated and kahana was
gathering movement
recognized as a branch of the main operation
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off occurred
spinoff
the second spin

A number of hawaiians had
1889
moved to utah to be near the temple and were not doing well dispersed in
in

that alien environment the church purchased a large ranch over fifty
miles west of salt lake city and settled them on it the town was called
lo
sepa after joseph FF smith and its cooperative economic enterprise
josepa
losepa
josepa agriculture and stock company
was the losepa
the leaders of losera were anglos appointed by the church to
ans especially in business matters
preside over and guide the Hawaii
hawaiians
anglos from the surrounding area were hired to help out particularly in
it may be argued that this pattern
technical and supervisory positions
used at all the island gathering places as well was necessary to
compensate for the islanders lack of experience in corporate management
and in the culture that engendered it it might also be seen as the anglos
bearing the white mans burden to look after lesser peoples who were
not capable of holding their own in civilized society
we must forgive them that bit of racism remembering that prior to
twentieth century such an attitude was the standard of
midtwentieth
the mid
in any case it was felt that the polynesians must
conventional wisdom
be taught new social and economic systems lest they revert to traditional
ways and former beliefs
and the record shows that in positions other
than mission presidency or plantation management there was extensive
use of polynesian leadership
whether because or in spite of anglo leaders the hawaiians at
josepa prospered again no one got rich but no one went hungry and their
losepa
LDS environment to grow in
at the towns
children had a neat clean LIDS
centennial celebration in 1989 some of those children remembered it
fondly as a happy place
but it lasted only until 1917 there was much
sickness and physical suffering in the harsh climate and as the laie
temple was being built most of the residents opted to return to the
islands which were now part of zion proper and losera folded
off of the other losepa
josepa on lanai was being
spinoff
meanwhile a spin
renewed while still holding a measure of church authority walter murray
gibson had sent two hawaiian elders to spread the gospel in samoa
beginning on the tiny island of aunuu
ainuu then tutila and upolu they baptized
five
a number of converts and organized at least one branch after twenty
twentyfive
years with no contact from the church the first regularly appointed
missionaries arriving there found the survivor of the two living among a
few members on aunuu
ainuu
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the

as a gathering place but it had
served that purpose and now in 1889 it became the mission headquarters
alii just outside apia
fagalii
later that year the mission seat was moved to Fag
abia
penega these were
upolu and a decade later to the other side of apia at pesega
center places and members tended to cluster around them so that they
were thought of as ad hoc gathering places but they were never intended
nor designated to be such
in 1899 the first presidency announced the end of the gathering as a
removal to LDS settlements counseling saints in other places to stay
home and build up zion in their own communities but the utopian spirit
was strong and new settlement continued even in utah as late as 1930
in samoa some of the members asked for a real gathering place
alienation from tribal customs disfavor of government officials and the
scorn of the dominant protestants made the idea attractive to them
mission leaders wanted to concentrate the members because so many
elders were assigned to the scattered branches that there were few left
little island was not thought of

for proselyting

land was acquired near the largely mormon village of faleniu
tutuila and in 1903 the new LDS village of mapusaga was established

small plantation was started and a few years later a larger area
with a small dependent village called malaeimi was added further up the

there

A

mountain

was acquired for gathering plantations on the islands
of upolu and savaii the savaii site was never developed as a village but
sauniatu on upolu became a showplace it began auspiciously enough
with members and missionaries pioneering virgin forest in a torrential
downpour and for years hauling supplies and produce over a primitive
well watered and produced lavishly
but the area is wellwatered
jungle trail
the
village was laid out in the standard mormon ideal of wide streets on a grid
it was kept
pattern with private home lots and a communal plantation
neat and clean when apostle david 0 mckay visited there in 1921 he
called it the most beautiful place have ever seen 7 when he returned in
1955 he reaffirmed that opinion
gathering to mapusaga and sauniatu was urged vigorously becoming
it was difficult immigrants lost contact with
almost a requirement
family and friends
chiefs especially lost their positions of influence
the faithful went but many did not like it other branches were left
decimated and discouraged the mission found itself having to retrench
in 1904 land

I1
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and nurture members who remained at home to keep the spirit of zion from
leaving them behind entirely
it had been hoped that the plantations would make the mission self
supporting they never did and in fact they had always to be subsidized
in 1908 mission president william moody was inspired to
by the church
end the gathering as a calling and make residence in these villages

voluntary
A case can be made for including as gathering places the village of
vaiola on savaii established in 1928 as well as the farm around the
maori agricultural college near hastings new zealand from 1913 and
temple view near hamilton new zealand ca 1955 these are peripheral
to the central concept however since they were all settled solely to
support boarding schools their populations were not permanent and they
were never considered to be residential gathering colonies
we can identify two kinds of gathering places in polynesia first
the informal ones where a mission headquarters or central branch offered
a focal point for members to look to from their home towns the school
and temple towns might fit here particularly if conferences or hui taus
were held there
then there are the formal ones here a site was selected a new
village pioneered and a cooperative economic system set up to support it
the plantations were never very successful financially but they allowed
the residents to live their chosen lifestyle without dependence upon
hostile or morally substandard neighbors
these colonies tended to attract the more faithful of the members
in this
leaving the outside branches short of leadership and enthusiasm
way they were actually detrimental to the missions
but in periods of
adversity they provided havens of peace and safety
forma or informal have to this day been sources of
all of them formal
spiritual strength for the pure in heart true constituent stakes of zion
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EARLY CHURCH HISTORY OF WAIMANALO
by

leda kalilimoku

you have all heard of the LDS missionaries coming to the hawaiian
islands in 1850 this is when we begin our church history in Wai
manalo
waimanalo
but to my knowledge no one has ever tried to search back to this early
period
on december 12 1850 a group of ten men arrived in hawaii as LDS
they felt they were called to
missionaries for these hawaiian islands
bring the truth of the gospel only to the white people when this wasnt
possible five of them became discouraged and went home to utah
of those who stayed to preach to the hawaiian people elders
william farrer and henry W bigler had chosen to make oahu their
by the following year in august 1851 they had made
missionary area
several trips around the island of oahu
bahu staying with the natives and
trying to learn the hawaiian language brother bigler was backward in the
language brother farrer was a little more forward so elder farrer
probably converted and baptized most of the members
the hawaiian people are quick to recognize and accept the mormon
doctrine as the truth
there were hawaiians living here and find it
pass Wai
inconceivable that the missionaries would by
bypass
manalo and all
waimanalo
these potential hawaiian members hence my search for the early history
of the Wai
manalo area
waimanalo
Wai
manalo was once a beautiful and peaceful hawaiian settlement
waimanalo
in
heavily populated with hundreds of grass huts dotting the valley floor
the old days Wai
manalo was a very secluded area there were no easy
waimanalo
roads in or out of the valley one trail was over the makapuu saddle
horses could be led but not ridden it was so steep the other was a trail
Maun awili and then up
from nuuanu pali through the winding roads of maunawili
ich
manalo
over the ridge to Wai
waimanalo
which
this pass was called aniani
aliani ku wh
means standing mirror and this trail was impassable during winter
Wai
manalo was a favorite vacationing spot for our alii and
waimanalo
months
members of the royal family were frequent visitors at the cummins
manalo sugar plantation back in
waimanalo
estate john cummins started the Wai
1879
I1
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manalo branch consisted
waimanalo
the Wai

of the saints residing in and near
Koolau poko and is near the
this sugar plantation this is in the district of koolaupoko
south eastern extremity of the island of oahu
bahu

there are numerous references

the missionaries journals and the
history of the early church chatie
that ie elders traveled often and boarded with
thatie
friends in the koolau region we can only conjecture that some of these
Wai manalo area
activities must have taken place in our waimanalo
on monday april 12 1852 elder farrer had labored zealously in the
bahu
koolau district to keep life in the branches organized on that part of oahu
uku maui elder farrer
wailuku
at the october 1852 conference at Wail
reported and represented koolau branch on oahu sixty members two
seventies two teachers two deacons and three died elder bigler also
spoke at this conference wishing the prayers of the saints that he may
obtain a knowledge of this language
wednesday october 27 1852 elder farrer resumed his former
labors in the koolau district of oahu
bahu holding meetings baptizing and
instructing the saints in their duties and thus he was kept very busy till
the close of the year
february 1853 found elders farrer and bigler preaching and
leaving elder bigler there elder farrer
baptizing in the waialua area
returned to koolau february 24th after farrer had held meetings in the
koolau district both elders proceeded to honolulu new elders had come
from utah so they held a special conference there
elder farrer reported
that the branches in koolau were not very prosperous
on march 16 1853 elders bigler and karren left honolulu for the
koolau district A few days later elder farrer left honolulu for the same
district but after holding a number of meetings he returned to honolulu
sunday april 24 1853 about this time elder bigler assisted by
elder paku a native elder and priest isaaca
isaaka caused quite a revival in the
koolau district and baptized some seventy persons
being joined by elder farrer from honolulu elder bigler and elder
paku went to Kane
ohe where about a hundred native saints from different
kaneohe
very
parts of the koolau district assembled on sunday june 19th
interesting meetings were held
after this the elders accompanied by
native brethren visited the other branches of the koolau district
up until this time in 1853 nothing of Wai
manalo is specifically
waimanalo
mentioned then a vivid and descriptive narrative lets us know there was
wat
Wal
a branch of the church here in Wai
manalo as follows
walmanalo
waimanalo
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in

elder bigler continues to preach and baptize in the koolau district
after a visit to honolulu in the latter part of july 1853 he went to
Wai
manalo to visit a branch of the church on his arrival there july 28th
waimanalo
he visited several houses where the former occupants had either died from
smallpox or fled to other places leaving their household goods hogs dogs
and fowls to take care of themselves
there was a widespread smallpox
epidemic throughout the islands at this time
at another place where there were six houses or families close
it
together all the inhabitants had died except three who had fled
appeared to elder bigler that many died for lack of care and proper
nursing he writes
on friday september 2 1853 was called to visit a sick boy
who was down with the smallpox
his condition was so critical that
had hitherto seen nothing so awful
the stench was almost
his
unbearable and the poor boy seemed one mass of corruption
mother was a member of the church
administered to him and told
his father to rub him with consecrated oil give him some ginger tea
and keep him out of the wind
1

I
1

I1

elder bigler continues
when the smallpox first broke out dreaded to go near it but
that fear soon left me and felt that provided had plenty of oil
would visit the sick fearlessly anoint them with oil from head to
foot in the name of the lord and command that they should not die
saw the little boy
sometime afterwards on september 19
who had recovered but he told me his father had died
I
1

I1

I1

I1

1I

another notation regarding this situation on monday november 28
1853 elders bigler and hawkins arrived at honolulu from the other side
of the island
the smallpox had made sad havoc among the people and
many of the saints had been carried off in two or three branches nearly
all the members died with the dreadful disease
the first five missionaries to the islands were released in july
1854 and returned to utah
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Wai manalo in
records have been found of fourteen people baptized in waimanalo
Wai manalo
the 1850s
have listed them on the bulletin board in the waimanalo
meeting house if you care to examine the list
may 15 1857 elder smith B thurston returned to honolulu from a
tour around the island of oahu and reported the branches in a poor state
on the 25th of may 1857 the elders thurston and henry P richards
Wai manalo here only two saints
continued their journey down the pali to waimanalo
were left of the large branch that was once there on to hanaka three
they returned to
saints there to mokapu on the 27th and so forth
honolulu on june 12th and reported the saints in a very weak and backward
state many had apostatized leaving the church almost daily because their
I1

calvinistic friends wished them to
dancing

on october

also many were led away by ancient

president brigham young wrote a letter
instructing the missionaries to come home because of impending trouble
in utah
william W cluff writes at this time dated december 9 1857
16

1857

our labors during these
native saints many of whom

six months was principally among the
to all appearances are dead and we
found it necessary to sever off many of the old dry branches in fact
falling away among the branches generally
it
there seemed to be a failing

was about this time that elder john hyde apostatized and published
a catalogue of lies against us the Hawaii
ans not naturally having
hawaiians
much stability are easily biased

second letter from brigham young arrives april
1858
instructing the elders to return home as soon as possible
from elder biglers journal this was his second mission to the
islands
there was the necessity of appointing native elders to take
charge of the mission elder JWH kou was appointed over the oahu
conference with elders keanu and kalua as has first and second
counselors
thus the affairs of the LDS mission of the hawaiian
islands were brought to a close for the time being so far as the
A

1

foreign elders were concerned
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with the american elders gone this further weakened the poor state
of the branches elder kou had made a tour of the island but was unable to
hold any meetings in consequence of the apathy of the saints
they
manifested indifference to that which pertained to their spiritual

welfare

the oahu conference embraced

all

the saints residing on the island

oahu outside of laie and honolulu
bahu
walter M gibson arrived in honolulu june 30 1861 and managed to
convince the church members that he had been sent here by president
on may 31 1862 collections were made to walter M
brigham young
gibsons lanai colony from the branch at waimanalo
Wai manalo
three men gave fifty
five cents each and one
twentyfive
cents each four men and one woman gave twenty
so twelve people
man and three women gave 12 12 cents each
3.25
contributed a total of 325
this was collected by enoch H
325
of

kamailepolepo
the donors are also listed on the bulletin board
after the authorities of the church from utah exposed gibsons
fraudulent practices the hawaiian members who wished to remain
members of the church acknowledged their transgressions and were
re
rebaptized
rebaptizer
perhaps this can account for some of the duplications of the
baptized
membership records listed on the bulletin board
the american elders returned to hawaii to preach in the 1860s and
manalo
waimanalo
four new members were baptized in Wai
saturday march 24 1877 elders richards on a second mission and
john S woodbury left honolulu and traveled eleven miles to Wai
manalo
waimanalo
A meeting was held at this place
where kimo presided over the branch
manalo with
waimanalo
there was a flourishing branch in the 1870s in Wai
thirty seven new people being baptized
records of thirtyseven
the saints owned a
lumber or wood meeting house which was near the foothills several
exact location is unknown
miles inland and in the outskirts of the town
under date of thursday april 18 1878 the spiritual affairs of the
mission are prosperous baptisms being quite frequent in various parts and
the meetings are largely attended
in the 1880s thirteen people were baptized in Wai
manalo but then
waimanalo
in 1885 Wai
manalo was reported at october conference as containing only
waimanalo
ten members
loane kim was branch president in october 1886 and he
was succeeded in 1894 by waialeale
on september 1st and 2nd
and 1890 elder samuel S hammond visited
on september 2nd he
Wai
manalo and held meetings for two days
waimanalo
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organized a mutual improvement association with hooipo as president
auhau second counselor kaehu as secretary
LP kuhewa
kihewa first counselor abhau
president hooipo was cut off for
and BK waialeale treasurer
transgression june 91895 which virtually ended the mutual they had had
mutual for about five years
again elder hammond accompanied by the president of the honolulu
manalo and organized a relief
waimanalo
relief society and her counselor visited Wai
society in the branch with pe as president and treasurer noanoa first
milo was
counselor milo second counselor and annie as secretary
released in 1891 and in 1893 kapehe was chosen second counselor pe
was still president in 1894 and the society was doing well
of those
persons listed only pe and kapehe are listed on the membership records

so we know this list is incomplete
manalo in september 1890
waimanalo
there was also a sunday school at Wai
manalo
waimanalo
the statistical report of december 31 1894 showed Wai
twenty one souls one meeting house one sunday
poko had a total of twentyone
koolaupoko
Koolau
school one relief society one mutual improvement association and no

primary

in 1895

elder andrew jenson a historian for the church arrived in
liliuokalani
okalani and he
this was after the overthrow of queen Liliu

the islands
records on may 29 1895

our brethren meaning the american elders are taking

no part

political affairs but they have suffered under the suspicion that
they were in sympathy with the other white people on this account
whole branches of the church have withered away or died spiritually
the natives generally speaking are opposed to the change of
in

government

on june

9

1895 elder jenson writes

the kahana branch

perhaps a good sample of a genuine native
in dress manners
branch of the church on the hawaiian islands
is

they exhibit the
and general deportment
both men and
characteristics of the race to which they belong
women came to meeting barefooted but otherwise their persons

conversation
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were properly protected
ali wear loose dresses of the
all
the women ail
mother hubbard style the mens clothing consists of shirt and

trousers
samuel

E

woolley recorded

in

his journal

that kimo

from

laie on november 20 1896 this is
after he was released as branch president and according to the
Wai
manalo spoke in their meeting in
waimanalo

membership list he was in his sixties at this time
Wai manalo taken
through the next few years there is activity in waimanalo
even as now conference was held twice a year
from bits of information
conference at laie was continued on tuesday october 5 1897 at the
evening session a general report of conditions in the kealla kapala
Han
april 6 1898
alei Wai
manalo and kaalakea
waimanalo
hanales
hanalei
kaalaea branches was made
general conference at laie
in the afternoon meeting the following
kahuwa
kalapana
kahawa Ka
branches were reported
weleka waikiki and
lapana
kaladana weloka
Wai
manalo at the general conference at laie on friday october 7 1898
waimanalo
manalo participated in the afternoon session
waimanalo
the sunday school of Wai
general conference at laie in the evening session
april 9 1899
reports from the kahana Wai
manalo and Kalu
waimanalo
kahuanui
anui branches were reported
kaluanui
woolleys
leys journal
from samuel E Wool
woollens

on saturday june 24 1899 elders pardoe and farr go to
manalo
waimanalo
honolulu via Wai
again brother fisher and
meaning
samuel E woolley went to honolulu brother farr rode with us to
Wai manalo road turns off on april 22 1900 elders farr
where the waimanalo
manalo
elder farr was the district
waimanalo
and smedley were sent to Wai
leader and he returned the next day elder smedley comes back may
I1

5

1900

sunday october 7 1906 at honolulu the relief society held their
conference saturday morning which consisted of lectures and speeches
waialua
alua waialae gauula
hauula and
there were representatives from laie Wai
Wai
manalo
waimanalo
throughout these early years of our church history the spirituality
of these people prospered or died much like that in the book of mormon
really enjoyed doing this research paper and through it all
feel
have
come to know some of these people and they have become my special
friends
I1

I1
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CHURCH HISTORY IN WAIMANALO 19467
19467 TO PRESENT
by
eunice mcelroy

the church

of

jesus christ

of

Wai manalo ward a
latterday
latter day saints waimanalo

mango tree the home of saints abandoned old army building to now this
place where we gather and sit in comfort
kamahaku
kamasaku
let me begin at the backyard of brother julian hookano Kamahaku
several brethren and sisters have gathered on this special occasion under
a magnificent mango tree in great anticipation of the beginning to
formulate a branch of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
those gathered were mostly members already A total of no more than
twenty and no less than eight in attendance including brother freitas
with his two traveling companions julian H kamahaku
Kama haku brother
kamasaku
mortensen william and mrs napeahi sr mary poai akoa
aboa hanawahine mrs
Kama
hoopii william and nellie hopeau mr and mrs kamasaku
haku
kamahaku
world war II is pau over
the people of the land start to rebuild
many restrictions of the war are lifted and the people are able to move
around more freely the saints who moved away from the convenience of
skirts here in Wai
waimanalo
manalo to settle on their
outskirts
the city of honolulu to the out
hawaiian homestead land were now beginning to establish their permanent
11

residences

the saints would travel
twenty seven miles one way over the nuuanu pali into the city of
twentyseven
honolulu to partake of the sacrament and to participate with sunday
activities in church
the very committed made many sacrifices to travel
over the pali and back
could not find any records of how many times a meeting was held
if there
under that magnificent mango tree or who was in attendance
was such a record it may have met up with the elements of time and
carelessly discarded to the change from a branch to a ward
that the
manalo was within the guidelines of the
gathering the saints here at Wai
waimanalo
church brother freitas with a companion would come and join them
As their need to keep close to the gospel

1I

frequently

at this point and time julian was the branch president james
kaonohi sr and albert akiona were faithfully carrying their share of the

church responsibility
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the saints

met in each others homes useful abandoned buildings
garages lanais and as many places as they could find to serve and teach
one another
As the move from down kalanianaole to up kalanianaole was
happening a gift of sort comes to the saints in the shape of a used army
quonset building from the mayor of honolulu well he was not yet a civil
servant then but he had a used lumber and usable abandoned building

business

an unforgettable brother who no longer is here with us but dearly
pray that in spirit he is listening to my report yes joseph aruda not a
member at the time of this event but one who when he grabbed hold of
I1

the iron rod

endured to the end

joe joseph

knew frank fasi our present mayor very well and
could swing a good deal to get the best used quonset at a good price and
have it set on this property between this podium and the parking lot now
the saints could meet at a regular meeting place
have been informed by sister alma arcia that julian made the best
kulogo
pudding this side of Wai
kulolo
manalo that was a means for the
waimanalo
kulolo
saints to raise money today his sons and daughters still make kulogo
for their family fundraising
1952john
1952 john kekawa joins the saints at the home of sister annie ho
james kaonohi sr is branch president john is assistant to gidion kaonohi
in the sunday school program
1955 brother kamm and his family has moved to the farm lot in
1955brother
Wai manalo he becomes the second counselor to president james kaonohi
waimanalo
sr and harry keaweehu the first counselor brother kamm joined the
guesman family where much is given much
deguesman
saints at the home of the De
I1

expected
this concludes my report as to its beginning of our much appreciated
may this paper be accepted in the files of the mormon pacific
chapel
historical society MPHS and others that may and will want to add to
this our first mini conference is my wish and prayer because we will
all have to make a report to the lord when he asks
is

NOTE 675 membership in the ward 25

bishop bruce mossman
first counselor michael lindsey
second counselor isaac kaopua
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LDS COMPOSERS KUMU HULA AND MUSICIANS
by
midge oler

praise the lord with singing with music with CL
ig and with a
prayer of praise and thanksgiving is the divine comm
comma
comme
d&c 13628
dac
deligh teth in the song of the heart yea the song of the
for my soul delighteth
righteous is a prayer unto me and it shall be answered with a blessing
upon their heads dac
d&c 2512 faithful members of the church have
contributed in significant ways in composing hawaiian songs teaching of
the hula and in performing as vocal and instrumental hawaiian music
hawaiian chant hawaiian music and hawaiian dance has always been very
special to our people who have lived here in hawaii and people who have
come to visit it has been the medium to express the love of god love of
mankind love of a beautiful land and happiness in the enjoyment of this
life and the fullness of all of its experiences
for many of our people
their music was a full time endeavor for others they had other interests
that helped them to support their families and music was their part time
interest
full time or part time it was a life filled with happiness as
they shared their music and talents with others causing their uplifting

and enjoyment
they were taught by members of the family or friends of the family
many times they were chosen to be the ones to carry on the chants dances
or musical talents because they had the ability to endure and enjoy the
time that it would take to memorize the numerous lines and rhythmic
it was a busy bu
patterns and dance patterns
bl fulfilling life and
personally want to thank them for sharing their talents and for being role
models for future generations it is my personal feeling that as these
wonderful saints continued to develop and share their talents with love
they grew in their understanding of the culture in their relationship with
god and in their service to their fellow brothers and sisters members and
non
members alike
nonmembers
mary kawena
kacena pukui stands out as an outstanding composer kumu
fumu
hula historian hawaiian language and culture expert
she wrote
numerous books including the hawaiian language dictionary and
contributed much to hawaiian planters the family system of kau
both
in all of her great
volumes of nana i ke fumu
kumu and the echo of our song
cultural contributions there was a special love for mele and hula and so
it is with all of the following people who are to be mentioned
her
training goes back to joesph ilala
llala
ole
ilalaole
her daughters pele suganuma and
pat bacon were taught her mele and hula pele was a kumu
fumu hula and
taught and performed for many years
her sons are also talented
I1

i

musicians
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lolani luahine

was a chanter and the last of the dancers to be
aunty io as she was affectionally called
trained in traditional halau
was a dancer that seemed to take you back to ancient days
can
remember seeing her dance when she did the hula she was in a world of
her own one of the people that she passed her dances on to is haoakalei
messer kamauu who continues to teach and lecture on hawaiian chant and
dau gher macy kamauoha and her daughters are
hoakaleis
hula Hoak
aleis daughen
accomplished dancers representing then four generations of hula her son
iolani assists her in her teaching
lolani
pua haaheo of kahana valley was instrumental in training many
some of them under his instruction were sally wood naluai
kumu
fumu hula
Zutter miester agnes cope and maiki aiu lake of these sally wood
kaui zuttermiester
was a member of the church and in turn trained her nelces ellen gay
terangi
mataterangi
delarosa and sunday Mata
other members of the church who
fumu hula under her instruction were lovey apana cy bridges
became kumu
and keith awai all of these kumu
fumu hula have have taught numerous
students and continue to have a wonderful positive effect on the young
people they teach wayne reis was also a student of aunty sallys
katie kekaula was also responsible for teaching sally wood and
eleanor hiram
edith kanakaole is also a faithful member of the church deeply
imbedded in hawaiian mele and hula
her training goes back to her
mother mary kanaele who was taught by akoini mika who was taught by
canny
carny
arry on
HW kahikina kaoo ediths daughters pualani kanahele and nalani arry
arny
canny
their teachings in their hula halau in hilo pualanis daughters kekuhi
kekchi and
huihui are accomplished dancers and chanters
chanbers
chan ters edith may also have gotten
iole
ila
lia
some training from joseph lla
lialole
llalole
lole
napua stevens poire cousin to edith kanakaole was also trained in
ilai
ilal
lial
ilala
llala
hula by her aunty mary kanaele and joseph ilalaole
ole napua grew up in
lialaole
llalaole
aole
kohala
kahala and came to honolulu where she became known for her beautiful
singing voice
she was in a variety of TV radio and entertainment
aunty napua was also gifted in her ability to give
settings for years aulty
hawaiian names which she shared with many
To
topolinski
pilinski kumu
fumu hula has taught and performed for many
kahai topilinski
years
maicki
maiiki aiu and was also taught by his
he was a student of maliki
grandmother kahai loves his hula and mele and devotes much effort and
time to his instruction
olana ai is said to be hawaiis foremost keiki hula teacher olana
has taught more than 3500 youngsters in the sixteen years she has been
teaching and her husband and family are a real support and help to her
her husband howard is the lead singer for her group designs all of the
costumes and plans the staging and decorations olana learned the hula
from her mother and grandmother
10

I1
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kealii taua

fumu hula and hawaiian
talented kumu
musician kealii was also the student of maiki aiu
carse kumu
fumu hula in Kane
alan Ba
bacasse
kaneohe
bacarse
ohe has helped many youth through
his hula instruction and activities
those who have contributed in hawaiian music are numerous and
would like to list their names that we might always remember them and
their wonderful influences some were family musical groups such as the
alvin issacs family with sons ata barney norman who were all terrific
instrumentalists and vocalists
the taua moe family who performed for
many years all through europe
the apana sisters who entertain together
on kauai the broad family who entertained together in laie and losepa
josepa
the kanakaole family halemanu family the hiram family the kekauoha
family the issac kaopua family the mahelona family the paul parker
family the logan family the howard & olana ai family joe ah quin
family and the tomasi tukuafu family
individual talented musicians and vocalists are johnny alameida
pua alameida alfred apaka bill lincoln joseph kekuku inventor of the
steel guitar george mossman eleanor hiram genoa keawe gary aiko
napua stevens
alvin issacs norman issacs barney issacs ata issacs
poire
editha kanakaole alice namakelua
namekelua howard ai al harrington cy
bridges harry brown jay and bobbie akoi bill kelley & group provo
utah cissy fong B J fuller hanaloa
kanaloa nihipali momi kahawaiolaa esther
nakoa jo ah quin ron miyashiro andy cummings lovey apana patricia
lei murray carol chalis kealii taua maile mossman uncle five cents au
lani moe dorian moe natalie ai lolani kamauu tehran erickson george
poliahu roy hirokawa roger nite lamar Beni
benavides
benivides
vides dorthy fiso 011
oli
oll fiso
leighton kaonohi norman thompson trudy thompson ka wai
hooluuokeanuenue bella & louisa finau delia parker irene Tuku
afu
tukuafu
wylie swapp martha kalama noelani mekona
dekona david huihui bruce meyer &
Kau kalani moikeha
kaukalani
dont want to give the impression that this is a closed or fixed list
feel that it is a beginning list and one that can be added to if have
apologize and want you to know that it was not
forgotten anyone
want to add it for future record so please let me know call
intentional
midge oler at 293
3558
to all of these talented saints we extend our
2933558
appreciation for the great contributions and enjoyment that you have
shared through your music and hula continue to play continue to dance
continue to bring happiness to others with aloha and you are truly blessed
is also a very

1I
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I
1

I1
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in all of

your efforts
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